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Fjallkona is a creative writing thesis taking the form of a novella, the fictional

portrayal of a family trying grappling with the loss of a central figure in their lives.

The family's grieving process is fractured and incomplete; characters become

disoriented and unsure of themselves and their relationships with each other. Most of

the characters are physically displaced in some capacity in the text, and notions of

home and the comforts it can potentially provide to someone in mourning are

troubled.

Jordan Chaplin has lost his mother Leslie to breast cancer. His aunt Lorrie -
Leslie's twin sister - and her daughter Darlene arrive in Winnipeg to attend Leslie's

funeral and to help Jordan move past his loss. Jordan is unwilling to grapple with his

mother's loss, and he and Darlene instead set out on a night of drunken cavorting.

However, Jordan breaks down at a wedding reception and proceeds to empty his

mother's house of her things in an errant attempt at closure. Recognizing his failure,

Jordan flees the city to their cabin, where he is again confronted with memories of his

mother. Darlene follows him, and by the end Jordan moves towards dealing with his

loss.

Postcards from Leslie and Lorrie's mother (Amma) intersperse the text; she is

entering the throes of dementia and is trying in her own distant way (living in a care

home in a small-town Manitoba) to keep her family together,

Abstract
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ORIGINS

Introduction

((Opus OnezWriting Grief, Place and the Archive"

In Family: American Writers Remember Their Own, Jane Smiley's opening

lines of her afterword reflect the breadth and history of her family:

The first novel I ever knew was our family. We had every necessary element,
from the wealth of incident both domestic... and historical, to the large cast of
characters - my mother and her four siblings, their husbands and wives, many
cousins... [w]e had geographical sweep. (24I)

I think of my family as having no specific wealth of incident, unless one

counts systemic divorce. There is, however, one small and troublesome thread that

has emerged on my father's side of the family: premature death. On April 24ú,2004,

my auntie Enid passed away of breast cancer at the age of 54. Just over a year later

my cousin Jennifer succumbed to the same disease at age 29. These deaths unfolded

in similar fashions, both women experiencing a swift decline in health over the course

of one year. So while both died far too young, the gradual, degenerative nature of

their cancers meant the process of losing these loved ones played out before the eyes

of their children andlor parents.

I imagined that as these horrible times came and went that my father's side of

the family, a beautifully civil yet emotionally reserved group, would become closer in

some sort of way as a result of the losses. It was after Jennifer passed away that I

started writing Fjallkona, parlially in response to the deaths but also in reaction to the

disappointment I felt in the lack of extended family cohesion following that time.

The first section I wrote was the funeral scene, the first of the text (initial postcard



notwithstanding) and the least revised section of Fj-allkona. The dreary small

ceremony depicted in the opening scenes of the novella stemmed from the

disappointment that, while both my aunt and cousin lived in other provinces, there

were never any family events here in Winnipeg (where most of the family originated

from and about half still live).

The characters in F_jallkona emerge from this personal experience, although

they are completely fictional creations. A general summary of characters and events

leading up to the outset of the novella are as follows: Leslie has passed away, and her

fraternal twin sister Lorrie and Lorrie's daughter Darlene have returned to Winnipeg

to assist Jordan, Leslie's son, in the physical and emotional logistics of "moving

forward". Leslie and Lorrie's mother, the Amma of the story, sits in a personal care

home outside of Winnipeg, unable to interact directly with any of the characters. It

becomes clear that her mental capacities are in a state of deterioration, as exemplified

by her increasingly fragmented postcards.

GRIEF/TIIE GRIEVING PROCESS

thoughts, I spent a lot of time thinking about what it would be like to lose someone in

my life as central as a maternal figure. Once the writing process was well underway,

I started exploring ways in which the grieving process has evolved and has been

theorized. A crucial text for me in this capacity was John Archer's The Nature of

Grief: The Evolution and Ps)¡choloey of Reactions to Loss (Routledge, Tggg),and as

When the death of my aunt was still very much at the forefront of my



the process of revision began, grief theory increasingly impacted the way Jordan's

reactions to his circumstances and situations were being reshaped in the novella.

Documenting the grieving process has grown into an empirical enterprise;

writings by Sigmund Freud (Mournine and Melancholia) and his contemporaries set

the stage for theorists that emerged in the latter half of the twentieth century. Archer

outlines the stage (or phase) view of grief, a mode of documenting the grieving

process that emerged in the 1950s. This school of thought breaks down the grieving

process into, at the very least, four specific stages: Numbness and Disbelief, Yearning

and Searching, Disorganization and Despair, and Reorganization (Archer 24).

Pioneered by John Bowlby and developed further by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross', this

segmented, parceled view of the grieving process emerged in the 1960s and continued

to hold sway in the psychological arena for two decades.

Postmodernism's influence in virtually every area of the humanities and social

sciences effectively devalued the "phase view" of the grieving process, which was

soon seen as atotalizing structure that could not adequately account for the individual

and her specific circumstance(s). In the postmodern approach, grieving is still

important, but one cannot break the stages down so neatly, something that I hope to

have demonstrated in the text. While many therapists still acknowledge that the

categories hold true, I a general sense Jordan eschews what was once the common

starting block of numbness and disbelief - his mother's slow, gradual death has, in a

matter of speaking, numbed Jordan to the finality of his mother's dying. Numbness

and disbelief have come and gone for him already - this doesn't mean he won't

t Kübler-Ross proposed five stages rather than four: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and
acceptance.
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exporience them again, only that our starting point with him differs from what was

once the common belief. Catherine Sanders hints at this when noting that stages can

overlap, that they are malleable terms, and that they can happen simultaneously or in

an entirely non-linear fashion (Archer 25).

Jordan's grieving process is at times traditional, yet we often witness two or

more phases occurring simultaneously. Because we meet Jordan following his

mother's decline and death, the initial reactions to the death are missing from the text.

However, Jordan carries with him a self-imposed numbness, which contributes to

instigating other phases. Jordan continues numbing himseif throughout the text

through alcohol; his yeaming and searching is, in part, fueled by his desire to retaín

this numbness. Similarly, the disorganization he causes to the house and the despair

he feels while doing so happen under the influence of alcohol, still working to numb

Jordan to the realities of his situation. Rather than progressing through succinct

stages and emerge having grieved "healthily," he is constantly looking for some sort

of stimuli for distraction: the restaurant, the wedding reception, the cabin, and so

forth. Numbness, while not the only stage explored in the text, emerges through

Jordan's avoidance of grieving via alcohol and the fleeing of the memories of his

mother.

The numbness which pervades Jordan affects his family as well; as a result of

his destructive behaviour the other characters also struggle through grief in a less

linear fashion than the phase or stage theory would allow. At her Auntie Leslie's

funeral, Darlene looks in a mirror and she sees her smudged eye makeup, which she

thinks "has likely made the other funeral-goers think she is truly overcome with grief,



which provides her with a strange sense of relief'(Ejellkqnê 23). The numbness she

feels is symptomatic of where she is at in the grieving process, and is then

perpetuated through the text by alcohol. Darlene is with Jordan through the drunken

escapades, trying to crack his tough exterior, but in the process neglects her own

coming to terms with the loss. In the same scene quoted above, it is stated that the

family "does not grieve well or generously" (23). Jordan's inability to face the reality

of his current situation - his constant imbibing, moving from venue to venue, and so

forth - renders his family's grieving process all the more difficult as well. While

social norrns dictate the "proper" grieving process, I hope to have demonstrated no

such concrete rules exist in the world of the text in the same way I do not believe they

can exist in real life.

PLACE, MEMORY AND DISPLACEMENT

The characters in Fjallkona suffer some sort of displacement, voluntary or

otherwise, throughout the text - they al1 grapple with the loss of the same loved one

without a feeling of being grounded. This feeling of displacement is impacted by

place, memory and the body - there is a more uneven mess of places and bodies than

I had originally intended. Place memory (the connection oispecific recollections or

events with locales) is more pervasive than body memory (the body's way of

remembering - some form of visceral, physical reaction) in the text, but the two

cannot be neatly separated, and are linked in the text in a manner that does not allow

them to exist independently from each other.



In order for a place to exist, a body of some sort - be it a tree, rock, person, et

cetera - has to be there in order to both experience and make up the place. Bodies

invariably change, or come and go, altering the landscape itself and therefore the

place. Similarly, a body does not exist "nowhere" - rather, there must be some sort of

place attached to it, even if that places fluctuates as the body moves. Edward Casey

describes this attachment:

fC]onsider how often a memory is either of a place itself.... or of an event or
person in a place; and conversely, how unusual it is to remember a placeless
person or an event not stationed in some specific locale. To be placeless in
one's remembering is not only to be disoriented.... fp]lace serves to situate
one's memorial life, to give it "a name and a local habitation"
(Remembering 1 83- 1 84).

A degree of instability emerges that then permeates the text as characters

move around - they are both affected by and affect places and the rnemories to which

the places are attached. Amma's new place of residence - a senior's home in small-

town Manitoba - is not the sole cause of her memory loss, but its foreignness to her

cannot help but isolate her from the places in which she has lived so much of her life.

The postcards included in Fjallkona begin plainly enough - small details about the

place depicted, as well as the recalled events of the respective trips - but soon

deteriorate into fragments of sentences. For example, she misidentifies the Macdonald

Hotel in Edmonton as the Palliser Hotel ínCalgary, and cannot remember having

been to Spokane. Amma's deterioration coincides with the move to a restrictive

place; her narrative, as well as the memories she has of her family and her travels,

dissolves visibly throughout the postcards.



The inclusion of the postcards, an attempt to impart archival-style authenticity

and a voice which could not otherwise have fit in the story, raises as many questions

as it provides oblique answers. For example, if Amma's memory is deteriorating so

severely, did she remember to mail the postcards at all, or have they been collected by

a narrator (or all the other narrators, for that matter) for inclusion? Were the postcards

included the only ones written, or were there others that were deemed unnecessary to

compile with the others? Who decided which ones to include and why? Would Amma

have deteriorated at the rate she did were she not forcefully displaced in a care home

in a different town?

In addition to letting these unanswerable questions exist in their own right, it

was important to problematize Leslie's house (what is now, at best, Jordan's home)

quite literally from the inside out throughout the text. Home in this text is a place in

which both people and artifacts exist that are rife with meaning and loaded, subjective

value, either positive or negative. When my parents moved two years ago I was sure I

would never grow accustomed to the layout of the new house. But once it was full of

the same colours, objects and people as the old house, memories folded in to the new

place. The old house holds nostalgic value, but not in any way that is different from

my parents' current home. After all, most of my nostalgic events transpired while

surrounded by the same objects within different walls.

Lucy Lippard, in her introduction to The Lure of the Local, says she "can't

write about places without occasionally sinking into their seductive embrace" (5).

While she is not writing about an innocuous suburban home so much as she is about

an extemal landscape, people are still seduced and fascinated by those artifacts and/or



people form some personal nostalgic combination in a specific place. It is the people

and the artifacts which make up place, then, and therefore dominate the place

memory that the characters (especially Jordan) experience throughout the text. To

every place there is a person/people or an object/objects which make that place so

significant. Edward Casey notes it as such:

Thanks to its "distinct potencies," a place is at once internally diversified -
full of protuberant features and forceful vectors - and distinct externally from
other places. Both kinds of differentiation, internal and external, augment
memorability.... [i]t is the nature of place.... to encourage and support such
distinctiveness. (Remembering 1 86)

While Leslie's son and extended family have spent days mourning her loss - a

type of excising of her spirit and of the mouming process - she still manages to haunt

her family, especially when they are within her house (and it is important to stress

that it is still her house rather than her son's). Jordan's clear discomfort in this

familiar space is evident from the outset: he drinks dangerously, fidgets with various

household objects, and cannot keep still while he the house contains him. It is the

memories attached to this version of place - these things occupying the familiar space

- with which Jordan cannot cope, and as a result he feels compelled to move

household items from the house's interior to the front and back yards. Thus begins the

displacement of objects associated with his mother; while some mourners surround

themselves with reminders of the dead so that they are "always with them", Jordan

tries to rid himself of anylall reminders of his mother. His mental state of being,

combined with/influenced by copious amounts of alcohol, means Jordan can no

longer process place value (in other words, what is valuable to him and what are

merely meaningless household objects) - everything becomes significant. His



drunken rampage affixes place value on anything and everything within his mother's

house. Every object becomes equally "priceless," and is thereby imbued with some

memory of his mother. Without fully involving himself in the grieving process,

Jordan's rearranging of the household items in the front and back yards cannot bring

him any sense of satisfaction.

Jordan flees his mother's house and goes to his oniy supposed place of refuge

- his mother's cabin. This home away from home offers little in the way of solace,

and Jordan is yet again reminded of Leslie's intense absence through lists she has

made, her pervasive smells, etc. It is here, once Darlene has tracked him down, that

he begins to confront the grieving process and the acceptance of his mother's death

that he has been working so hard to avoid.

Leslie's continuous presence in death makes the cabin an equally unbearable

place for Jordan - his mother still haunts this place too, through sensory echoes as

well as specific objects. Free of being overrun by fellow mourners and visitors, the

cabin retains a more visceral sense of Leslie's nearness - it is undisturbed, as if she

has just left and may very well return. Her presence is pervasive at the cabin, and the

reader is privy to many more of Jordan's memories of his mother at the cabin than in

any other place in the text. Yet her body is noticeably absent in the text, forcing the

reader to construct her character from the other characters' memories of her.

Jordan does better at avoiding the grieving process when he is in transit or in

public spaces, something we witness on more than one occasion. Once distracted

from or avoiding his loss, Jordan is able to function with some sense of normalcy -
often to the amazement of his cousin. Darlene is privy to his casual, almost-cheerful

9



performance at Tasty Thai,where any attempt at talking through Leslie's death is

thwarted by Jordan's flippant, dismissive attitude and by their sudden change of

plans. The stimuli of the wedding reception the two end up crashing normalizes

Jordan until he and Darlene begin dancing - his confused feelings for his cousin,

coupled with the embrace of a living body in his dead mother's dress, send Jordan

spiraling into a confused state of depression which eventually drives him out of town.

In fact, the wedding reception is in some ways similar to a mourning ritual - a

wake of sorts - where attendants drink and tell stories about the guests of honour (or

the deceased, depending on the function). The wake as ritual becomes standardized,

what Robert Pogue Harrison, in The Dominion of the Dead, describes as functioning

to "depersonalize the condition of grief by submitting it to a set of public,

traditionally transmitted codes" (57). Similarly, the wedding reception in F_iallkona is

a depersonalized ritual, and is an extremely neutral and unaffecting affair in and of

itself. Even the bride can only guess at Darlene's identity, and the anecdotes delivered

by the speaker as Jordan and Darlene arrive are neutral and under-descriptive of any

particular character traits. Many of these similar empty gestures occur at funeral

services, and trigger feelings Jordan has tried to avoid by "crashing the party." This

act, meant to distract Jordan from his loss, ends up being the catalyst for his departure

from town and foreshadows the significant emotional breakthrough he experiences at

the end of the text.

Significantly, in Leslie's house we rarely see outside through any sort of

window, and references to the outside from the inside are virhrally non-existent. This

division between the inside and outside world reinforces the notion that the house is
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still Leslie's, a tomb in which she exists to those who share her space. Harrison

wonders whether it is possible to imagine a house without windows, then answers his

own question by stating that "we would say it is more like a tomb than a house. It is

appropriate for the dead to inhabit such coffined spaces in which they are protected

from the bluster of the world (and the world from them)" (39). The discomfort in the

characters, then, stems in part from a home that is more claustrophobic than it is

inviting. The only time we are privy to any sort of truly livable space is in Darlene's

childhood flashback to sitting in the kitchen with a cat on her lap, the sun beaming in

from outside. This is the only passage where we are "seeing" Leslie in any sort of

living capacity, or "hearing" her words; the setting, subsequently, is transformed into

a place of radiating warmth from the suffocating, dreary house we witness

everywhere else in the text.

PLACE AND THE ARCHTVE

Connecting place and body memory in Fjallkona is this homemade and home-

based archive, a repository for preservation and documentation of a family in decline.

A¡ archive emerges throughout the text that is dynamic rather than static; the reader

becomes privy to various photographs, postcards, letters, items of clothing, and

various objects that fill in gaps in characters' lives. These objects, then, become an

alternate narrative point-of-view. When considered as archival material, objects

develop a relative importance they may not have otherwise had. Jordan becomes

confused as to what objects are of importance in his life, and his archive therefore

grows exponentially as he empties the house.

ll



In Fiction in the Aee of Photosraphy, Nancy Armstrong describes the archive

as "a home for authority through a gathering of signs that aims at consolidating a

single corpus whose elements are bound together as by an ideal unity" (15). Jordan

reappears at the house after a semi-disastrous night with his cousin, and stumbles in

the door and forgets for a moment that his mother is gone. As he looks around the

archival objects begin to close in around him. It is at this point he begins the process

of emptying his mother's archive, of moving as many objects - "gathering of signs"

pointing to his mother's absence - as possible out of the house. Jordan is

simultaneously avoiding and trying to move beyond his grief, and is doing so in a

way that has circumvented any processing of the loss that could be thought of as

legitimate. By the time he tires of redecorating the front and back yards of the house,

there is no accounting for its archive - it has been effectively devalued, spread across

the lawn, mixed amongst the house's everyday things. The "ideal unity" has been

strewn across the front and back yards. The next day the yard has degenerated into a

typical Winnipeg haphazard yard sale - people begin purchasing this mixed-up

archival material, affixing monetary value to the variety of items. Lorrie bargains

with a buyer over the price of some records - the displaced archive is suddenly

nothing more than ayard full of potential bargains. The archival value Jordan had

affixed to it all has disappeared.

The cabin contains a similar mixture of archival materials and everyday

objects, yet the distinction between the two is problematized. Jordan finds a

meaningless 'to-do' list written by his mother, and he proceeds to try and complete

the tasks as per his mother's request. It is through this work for his mother that he

T2



begins to comprehend the finality of his loss; this small scrap of paper suddenly takes

on significant value as Jordan realizes this might be the iast document created by his

mother's hand. An everyday object, then, suddenly becomes precious archival

material. It is this kind of shift in importance that drives Jordan to empty the house,

and the desire to load every object with memories of his mother is a destructive one

with utterly hopeless consequences. Until Jordan stops focusing on affixing emotional

value to every item, he cannot begin to grieve and cannot move towards an

unattainable sense of normalcy - the weight of so many nostalgic objects will keep

him from moving forward.

Amma's postcards also represent an archive that is neither complete nor

reliable. The only use they serve to the reader is in the documentation of her mental

decline - the scattered references to the places the fronts ofthe postcards represent

are as scattered as Amma's representations of her family members in the postcards'

texts.

ABSENCE AND THE BODY

In documenting a person who no longer exists in Fjallkona's world (Leslie) as

well as one who is removed from the immediacy of the situation (Amma), I felt

compelled to figure out how to insert these two characters into the text without

actually have them appear. Without bodies to push around and through the text, my

intention was to have the former represented by everyone but herself, and the latter

only represented by her own crumbling voice. Amma, then, attempts to represent

herself through the writings to her family, while Leslie has to rely on her relatives'

13



own imperfect memories in order to exist. For Amma all I had to do was spread the

postcards throughout the text, thereby breaking up any longer strain of unintemrpted

narrative. As the text progresses Amma becomes less cognizant of her surroundings,

her family, and her repetitive nature. This makes her representations of Leslie and

everything else less consistent, and is more in keeping with individuals' unique

memories of people - the way someone is seen (or has been seen) by various eyes.

Amma's postcards work to represent a mind, a history, and a body that is

fading. Their (mis)representations of place (the locales, only sometimes remembered,

on the postcards), along with her degenerating narrative voice, highlight her

unreliability as a narrator as a result of her physical and mental situation. 'We 
are

privy to Amma's reality, both in mind and body, at the outset of the main body of the

text - her vacuous demeanor at the funeral portrays someone whose mental capacities

are under-functioning. This is the only physical manifestation of the matriarch - this

brief snapshot of the entire family together, including Leslie in her "box no bigger

than a microwave" (Fjallkona 22), is never again revisited in the text.

I approached memories of Leslie from two different starting points - that of

her parent and of her child - and created a subjective representation of her between

the polar positions. Ideally, then, Amma's inability to comprehend present-day reality

and Jordan's inability to grieve adequately outlines and gives shape to the absent

daughter/mother of the story. Photographic representations of Leslie trigger mouming

in characters who have not adequately dealt with the 1oss. Leslie emerges between her

son's generation and her mother; Amma works so hard to try and remember her

daughter and document it, while Jordan works equally as hard to avoid saying
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anything about his mother. In fact, it is only at the story's conclusion that Jordan

begins to even consider talking about his mother.

As the text progresses, Leslie's body begins to manifest itself in a variety of

capacities. Darlene, for example, suffers terribly when she goes out with Jordan in his

late mother's dress, the garment uncomfortable and fitting improperly. Similarly,

Jordan contemplates his own body relative to his mother's as he drives her Lesabre to

the cabin; he can feel where the seat is worn from his mother's body relative to his

own, reminding him of her absence.

Where the touch of the living body against the imprint of the dead body ends,

the olfactory realm begins, and nobody pays a higher price for the connections

between memory and scent than Jordan. Leslie's honeysuckle fragrance remains in

the cabin, in her car, and in her house, serving as a constant reminder (especially to

Jordan) of her absence. The smell of honeysuckle lingers in places and on things that

serve to keep Leslie in contact, so to speak, with her family.

The body itself as place is important when dealing with the absence of such an

important one as Leslie's. Much of Jordan's anxiety stems from the lack of a body

with which to associate the smells and objects that are his mother's; the signifiers all

point to Leslie's absence. As Casey notes, "the lived body itself setryes as a place.It

is a place not just for its intemal organs but for all of its activities of presentment in

place. In this respect it can be considered a place of places - or more exactly, aplacer

of places" (Rememberine 195). Leslie's absent body leaves all these objects that

make up her place - her home, cabin, car, etc. - pointing at what is no longer a lived

body, and therefore no longer a place in the same way that it has been. Only the
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echoes of Leslie's former lived body remain.

LITERARY INFLUENCE

Finally, it is worth examining the literary contemporaries that helped shape

the structure and thematic direction of F_jallkona. In the midst of the two deaths in my

family I happened to read two texts that influenced my thinking about grieving, death,

and the family. I was rereading Dave Eggers' A Heartbreaking Work of Staggerins

Genius, the memoir of his parents' deaths within a month of each other and his

subsequent care for his young brother. The outset of this text details his father's

sudden passing, as well as his mother's slow death from cancer and, while I wanted to

chronicle a family grappling with death, I was hesitant for lack of first-hand

experiences from which to draw on. I consciously decided to keep the actual dying

and death out of the text as much as possible, opting instead to focus on the

characters' reactions to the deaths and their attempts to work towards a healthy

version of the grieving process. Eggers' protagonist has little time to grieve as he is

thrust into the world of parenthood because of Toph, his young brother. Perpetuated

by this new guardianship, Eggers does not spend much time processing his loss in the

text, and the subsequent joumeys the two brothers make reinforce what is clearly an

attempt at avoiding the situation.

it was this same feeling of running away from the responsibility and the

reality of the situation that I sought to instill in Jordan. This is why we see him so
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often in motion; his movements throughout the city and beyond enable him to occupy

his time any activity that does not involve grieving or processing his mother's death.

At one point in A Heartbreakine Work of Staggering Genius Dave, Toph, and sister

Beth are at their mother's bedside in the hospital. Suddenly "fTophl gets up and

comes to me as I am sitting in the chair and I take his hand and we go through the

window and fly up and over the quickly sketched trees and then to Califomia"

(UçafiUrcAktng 45). This dream-like sequence leads into the next chapter, where Toph

and Dave are already in California, and it isn't for another fifteen pages that we

return, albeit briefly, to the Eggers family home in Chicago. Even then the reader is

only privy to various objects being sold off and the rest boxed up and shipped to

California - issues of objects and emotional value arising similar to those in

Fjallkona. Similarly, when Dave and Toph have to retum to their parents' place to

tend to the last of the house's objects, Eggers states "we picked through the remains -
some of Toph's old He-Man dolls, some coffee mugs, random pieces of silverware"

(6i). Dave and Toph are at a place in their lives where they can no longer determine

the important or unimportant objects from their former lives - similar to Jordan's

inability to distinguish average objects from those with emotional weight as he

inexplicably empties the house of many of its belongings.

The second text I read was Jeffrey Eugenides' Middlesex, atale of a

hermaphrodite narrator that documents three generations of his own family,

beginning in Greece in the nineteenth century and ending in present-day Michigan.

Cal's narrative voice weaves the three generations together through time and distance

in a way I knew I was not yet ready to attempt, both because of inexperience and the
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length of the manuscript. Instead, I opted to grapple with three generations of one

family using entirely different narrative voices, yet trying my best to feel like some

sort of a whole. Middlesex stands as an astonishingly cohesive journey between

places and times, and its intergenerational portrayals of family had a significant

impact on Fjallkona's scope.

Notions of displacement run rampant throughout Middlesex, as generations of

the Stephanides family make their way from Bithynios in Smyma to Detroit, passing

through eras of political persecution in the former and segregation and prohibition in

the latter. Whether by force or not, the Stephanides family suffers displacement

throughout the text - the immigrant's process from the Old World (ie. Europe) to the

New World (ie. America) is an important focus of the text; combined with Eggers'

fleeing Chicago, it reinforced my interest in documenting the journey as much as the

event itself. While the initial fleeing from grief emerged in thinking about Eggers'

text, the importance of writing these movements into the text spawned from

Middlesex.

As my writing progressed and the idea of Amma's postcard narrative began to

take shape, I examined some of the texts of W.G. Sebald. The blending of two

communicative mediums - narrative text with photographs - lends a feeling of

authenticity, false as it may be, to works like The Rines of Saturn and The Emierants.

Some of the photographs are archival, while others seem to have been taken in a more

contemporary time frame; I balanced current and historical imagery through the use

of postcards, lists, and descriptions of photographs. This scrapbook-like characteristic
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of Fjallkona makes the text similar to a collection of documents rather than some sort

of linear voice or voices.

All of the texts mentioned above blur the lines between fact and fiction:

Eggers' text is a memoir laced with fiction, Eugenides' chronicles a family through

real historical events, and Sebald's works strive for a sense of authenticity through the

addition of images. It was the realism of these texts that helped shape Fjallkona.

Because many of the underlying ideas of the text - death, memory loss, and a

convoluted sense of grief - emerged from my musings on real-life family events, I

felt compelled to convey them with as much realism as possible. Besides the addition

of Amma's postcards and Leslie's list at the cottage to the text, I worked through

sections of dialogue repeatedly, striving for voices that were as true to my interactions

with people as possible.

Some other texts also helped shape Fjallkona as it now exists. I examined a

number of novellas so as to study their shape and form. The most important of these

novellas, for me, was Nathanael West's Miss Lonel]¡hearts - the way in which it

breaks up and titles its sections helped me reconfigure the entire text at a pivotal time

in the drafting process. The dominant narrative of Fjallkona oscillates between

Darlene and Jordan, and titling each section with the narrative character and a vague

descriptor prepare the reader for the subtle shifts between the two cousins' narrative

sections. The titles provide context for each section relative to those that come before

and after in such a small number of pages.
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CONCLUSION

Harrison notes of the grieving self that "it is from that self s impossible desire

to reunite what death has separated that something like the quest for meaning fìrst

gets underway" (Dominion 65). Indeed, the "quest for meaning," arelatively broad

term, is "something like" what Jordan and Darlene undertake in Fjallkona - however,

the path to which they arrive at that meaning is difficult and non-linear. The quest in

Fjallkona is short, fragmented, and does not begin or end neatly. As the text

concludes Jordan begins his true "quest for meaning" - he begins to work with his

cousin at processing his emotions. The quest for meaning, in this situation, runs

parallel to a quest for mourning, something that is avoided at all costs by the family

throughout the bulk of the text.

This inability to grieve becomes the crux of Fjallkona's narrative thrust, as

well as for the bulk of the character movement through various locales. Instead of

striving towards a common goal, Darlene, Jordan and Lorrie move away from their

shared starting point (Leslie's death) and towards their individualized means by

which they will eventually grieve Leslie's loss.

I initially envisioned some sort of cathartic resolution to both Fjallkona and

my own feelings of dissatisfaction regarding the deaths in my own family, and I can't

say for sure that either emerged as a result of undertaking this writing process. What I

can take away from the process is an understanding, context-specific as it may be, as

to how a person is liable to react to a family member or loved one's loss.
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Leslíe,

l've decided to sta¡f sending out these posfcards I bought when your father and I were on various

vacations - ! wrote one for Lorrie and one for Darlene but forgot to mait them, so I thought l'd send

you one too. How are you feeling? Oh Leslie, somehow I canT help but think this is all my fault - I

keep thinking if we had access to doctors and healthier food when you were growing up none of this

would have happened. ls there a chance that Jordan or your sister will get sick?

Anyways, I wish I could come and see you but the staff here keeps telling me I shouldn't be driving

outside of Gimli. Please, if you're strong enough, come visit me.

Love, Mom

PS. Ihls postcard is from 1974. Can you believe your father and I went to Las Vegas? He was too

nevous to gamble so we mainly drove around in the desert for a couple days before heading back.
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DARLENE, EVASryE

microwave. Leaves cling to the perimeter of trees surrounding the cemetery; anicy

north wind sends dozens dancing through the air and into the hole around which her

small family stands. Darlene speculates whether the leaves will be removed before

the hole is filled in and her aunt is nestled permanently into that small space. She

stands five feet behind the small circle of people and wonders whether smoking

would be considered inappropriate.

As Darlene handles her pack of cigarettes, repeatedly opening and closing the

flip-top box, she tries to bring back some memory of her Auntie Leslie: impressions

of a couple of birthday parties, one Christmas spent in Winnipeg when she was eight,

and a Siamese cat. Little else remains. It has been at least ten years since she has seen

her aunt, and in that time Darlene has gone from a timid, sheltered girl to a socially-

awkward teenager trying to distance herself from most of her family. She slides a

cigarette out of the pack, opts for the silent flare of a carefully-sheltered match rather

than the clicky Zippo, and carefully blows the smoke away.

Darlene's mother shakes and nestles in close to Darlene's grandmother; the

early fall wind cascades through button holes, slithers up sleeves and skirts, and

ripples across the small frames of the Chaplin family. The matriarch stands firm,

looking defiant in a black dress caught around her thickening legs, the empty, simple

smile creeping across her face an image of near vacuousness. Her weathered profile is

rigid against the blue-grey clouds of that fall afternoon, the first of the season. She is

On September 22"d, Leslie Chaplin is buried in a box no bigger than a
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somewhere else. Lorrie's head is down, and her short-ish hair lashes her face so

wildly that Darlene can't tell if her mother is crying or not. Darlene begins walking

backwards, away from the hunched-over group and towards Jordan's rusty Toyota.

She clips her right ankle on a mossy old tombstone and spins on her other foot, falling

over the concrete slab and stifling an awkward yell. She gets up and tums, running

the rest of the way to the car, the thickening clouds adding a hornet's nest of rain to

the brutal wind. Darlene closes the driver's side door behind her and sits silently, the

car's bent antenna a metronome against the roof. The rain adds to the incessant noise

until she has to leave. She backs down the grown-over gravel road, rolls down the

window a little bit and exhales smoke.

Darlene examines herself fleetingly in the rear view mirror as she retreats

from the cemetery, the little makeup she is wearing wind-streaked around her eyes.

Her smudged makeup has likely made the other funeral-goers think she is truly

overcome with grief, which provides her with a strange sense of relief. Her family

does not grieve well or generously.

At a few inches over five feet Darlene is considered tall relative to the other

women in her family. She is plenty tall enough to shift gears in Jordan's Corolla, but

the task is made difficult by her denim ankle-length skirt and her small feet,

inhabiting the only shoes in her arsenal of footwear that are serious enough for a

funeral. Near her left foot is a package of Jordan's cigarettes and a stir stick.

Having followed three cars from the large United Church to the cemetery, a

raglag procession of Leslie's family and coworkers, Darlene has lost her bearings.

She pulls out of the cemetery's snaking gravel driveway and heads towards the
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downtown Winnipeg skyline, a smattering of tombstones in the darkening sky. Using

the city's profile as her guide, Darlene tries to remember which way her aunt's house

is; she isn't sure if she can even call the house her aunt's anymore. She feels some

satisfaction in pondering this thought - it makes her feel like she is caring enough.

Her Auntie Leslie's passing seems to have disrupted chains of ownership and

possession - Jordan was quick to pass off his old car to Darlene in favour of his

mother's. He had even offered to give it to his cousin permanently, having, over the

last couple of months, become accustomed to driving his late mother's large

American sedan back and forth from the hospital. The trips to the hospital had been

easier on Leslie and Jordan using her car, a bigger and more civilized ride than

Jordan's Toyota. The heaps of fast food wreckage and dirty clothes in his car weren't

deemed to be very 'passenger-füendly,' especially to one as prone to nausea as

Leslie. The same wreckage is still strewn across the back seat of the Corolla.

Darlene had heard from Jordan how Leslie would lie down in the back seat of

her LeSabre, her sickness intensified by her son's erratic driving style. He figured it

was because he always had his right arm up on the back of the front seat, and had a

habit of peering back at her and engaging in idle chatter for frighteningly long periods

of time. It seemed a reasonable guess, Jordan said, because his mother was always

yelling at him about it as he lowered her into the back seat. The floor of the back seat

of Leslie's car was covered with rubber mats, which he had removed numerous times

for hosing down. A double dose of honeysuckle, Leslie's fragrance of choice, had

been applied to every flat surface of the interior of the Lesabre to mask the lingering

sickness and vomit. Darlene is quick to open a window in the Toyota. She beetles
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down Pembina highway, smoking casually and with some enjoyment, and as she

careens around a corner and below the Jubilee underpass, Darlene's bearings are

suddenly properly aligned. She hangs a left on Stafford as the light flashes green and

heads north. The city's core rots away from the inside to the northeast, her mother's

twin sister nestled in freshly-turned cemetery earth just off the highway that leads

south and to the American border.
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Dear Lorrie,

when I moved to the Betelstadur from the apartment in winnipeg I found a bunch ol
blank postcards in a box from when your father and I went on some of our summer

trips. I have no use for them, so I figured why not send them off to loved ones? you

are the first! The Betelstadur is nice and people treat us very well here - we're abte to

Iive quite independently if we want to.

when are you coming back to Manitoba again? Maybe you've told me already, but my

memory is so bad now. Please say hello to Darlene for me and give her my love.

Love,

Mom

PS. I got this postcard in south Dakota when your father and I went to see Mount

Rushmore. Very dusty place.
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JORDAN, SOMMELIER

Darlene has promised to take Jordan out and get him good and plastered

before she leaves. Lorrie has gone off to visit with her old college roommate, so the

cousins begin the night of debauchery at the house. Jordan peruses his mother's bar, a

well-stocked leathery throwback to the 1970s. Some of the wine looks a couple

vintages too old and the bottle of Bailey's is crusty and sticky. Guests had brought

over a bottles of wine which reflected their personae: tacky Canadian spumante, a

greenish Croatian white, three bottles of Wolf Blass Yellow Label, and so on. There

are better bottles too, but Leslie, in order to preserve their lifespan, had shielded them

from regular viewing. Jorda¡r has been pilfering bottles from the stash since early in

the lOth grade, and had unknowingly consumed many of Leslie's best bottles. In the

process he has trained his palate towards small-yield Australian reds and their finer

North American counterparts.

They each consume two beers before nervously committing to a shot of

scotch; Darlene nearly spits hers up as Jordan's face contorts with the latent, liquid

heat. He covers by pretending to inspect the scotch's cardboard tube casing.

"I'm not much of a drinker, Tess." Jordan coughs as his body absorbs the

warrn aftershocks of the scotch. He called his cousin 'Tess' as a child, and it is only

over the past three days that he has reverted to the moniker.

"You don't say... I seem to remember you putting them back pretty well at

uncle Alex's third wedding. oh yeah, that's right... you just couldn't keep them

back... you ended up puking all over Amma's shoes."
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"God, that was so embarrassing," Jordan mumbles, shaking his head as he

stares into the bottom of his shot glass. He moves it as if adjusting the focus on a

telescope, slowly back and forth from his face, watching his inverted reflection swell

and recede. "That was the last time I ever saw Esther outside of school. And it was

awkward whenever I did see her - she would always laugh and whisper to her friends

whenever I went by in the hallways."

"Too bad - she seemed realiy nice. And actually not that bad-looking."

Jordan ignores his cousin's snide remark and continues. "And it was her who

kept buying me the drinks! I hadn't turned 18 yet and Uncle Alex had tipped off the

bartender to refuse me any drinks if I asked. Now look at us... you know they called

me 'Sniveler' in high school because I was always puking... and where's poor Uncle

Alex now?"

"Hm?" Darlene is standing, face very close to the wall, examining an old

framed photograph of some curlers from the 1970s. "Is one of these your dad,

Sniveler? I barely remember him."

"Yeah. And Uncle Alex, actually. To answer my own question, Tess, he's in

St. Petersburg. Wife number four is down there 'amongst all the beach bums and

snowbirds, waiting to be found,' according to his email. He seemed very sorry, et

cetera et cetera, but you know him and mom never got along."

"I guess 'forgive and forget' is a nice thing to say but harder to pull off."

Jordan adjusts the focus on his shot glass, eyes fixed on the carpet. "It doesn't

matter, Tess. He's my dad's brother and all, so when he left i guess uncle Alex felt

obliged to leave too. I don't know. I mean, I'm not really sure I know what matters
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and what doesn't an¡rmore." The glass slips from his fingers and lands with a soft

thud on the beige carpet before rolling under the armchair. He leans far forwards,

loses and quickly regains his equilibrium, and grabs the glass as he stands. He is

pretty sure she has seen this awkward movement. "How's your drink doing?"

"Well, it was a shot, so it's gone. About the same as yours.,'

"What do you want?"

"I don't know... what's there lots of? We can toast your moth-',

"l/o, Tess. No toasting, not the living and certainly not the dead. Bunch of

ghosts, every last one of them. But let me see what I can find back here to sip on."

Jordan pulls out bottles from the stash and reads their various labels, his face stern in

concentration, returning almost all of them to their resting places before settling on a

serious, grand-looking bottle of red. It stands taller and squarer than most of the

others, with high rounded shoulders and two silhouettes emblazoned on the white

label in gold. He holds it out and slightly towards the floor, arms straight, his squint

ofsevere concentration still ravaging his face.

"So..." Darlene continues scrutinizing the curling photos.

"Opus One - how's that sound?" Jordan brings the bottle closer again, squint

fading into a smile, and carefully wipes the dust from the glass with the outside of his

hoodie's left sleeve.

His cousin is suddenly quite alert - Jordan pretends not to notice. She cocks

her head to one side and slowly tums away from the pictures and towards her cousin.

"lJm, Jord, I've worked at a couple decent restaurants, and I can tell you that that

wine isn't fucking cheap! Like, I'm talking almost four-"
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"Opus One it is, then. Let there be no more talk about this wine. Letthere be -
only drinking." He opens and closes cupboard doors and drawers behind the bar,

impatiently shuffling their contents back and forth. "No\ry where the eff is a corkscrew

when you need one?"

"I've got one - hang on." Darlene reaches under the wobbly side table and into

her bag, pulls out her package ofcigarettes, then reaches back in and finds her

waiter's corkscrew. She throws it end over end at Jordan without warning, but the

opener lands at his feet.

"Darlene - Tess - I have a feeling we're going to enjoy this here bottle of

veeno," Jordan declares, unfolding the corkscrew's blade and slicing the foil. He

raises his head and eyebrows in a sort of goofu southern demeanor. "Yes, I do declay-

ah, Tehhhs s s s,s,ss. . . "

"Are you sure you want to drink this stuffl Maybe it's best to save it for a

special occasion."

"And I suppose spending time with my aloof, big-city cousin ain't special

enough to warrant thisfine claret?" He barely lowers his head as he jams the auger

into the soft cork; his southern drawl is trying hard to be high-class.

"I don't know - I'm not saying anything like-" The cork, having been

righteously pop-ped from the bottle, bounces off Darlene's forehead and lands in her

empty shot glass, wine-blackened side up. "You ass... you're in so much trouble."

She tosses the cork back in his direction and misses her mark substantially, and

examines one of the pictures she has now taken off the wall, a faded snapshot of her

and her father from when she was just an infant.
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"Ah ah ahhh, my dear Tehhhhhsssss, let me arrange our wine in peace,

dahhling," Jordan sings as he puts the open bottle down on the counter. He tums and

gently slides two enormous glasses on to the bar and serves up generous portions of

the wine. The girth of the glass'bowl spreads the chocolaty red across such a wide

surface that it almost appears Jordan has been stingy. He grabs the glasses by the stem

and, feigning elegance, points his pinky fingers in his cousin's direction as he serves

her.

burgundy armchair, holding the glass up to the light and swirling the wine in a perfect

counterclockwise motion as he sets the bottle down precariously on the busy coffee

table. He brings the glass down to his face, thrusting his nose into its bowl, his eyes

never leaving the wine. After some serious inhalation, he closes his eyes and smiles,

then takes a mouthful of the red and swishes it around, bringing air into his mouth

with a vicious siurping sound. Finally, Jordan swallows noisily while exhaling

through his nostrils, tilts his head and nods in approval. "Ah yes... a rich, velvety

mouthfeel, full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins and an oaky, licorice-laced finish

that lingers... a true hallmark of Napa valley cabemehhhhhs," he declares. His

accent has disappeared. Almost.

"Jordan! What the fuck? Where did you learn about all this? It's frightening

how well you can do that. You're exactly like those fucking snobs that would hang

around the restaurant I worked at." Darlene tries swirling her wine, but it just sloshes

back and forth in the enormous glass. She slurps at the wine, also extending her pinky

Jordan backs away from his cousin and falls back into the weathered
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finger, and exhales with all the drama she can muster, nearly choking in the process.

"I say, Jordan old chap, this is a divine little claret you've got here.',

"'Well done, Tessie, well done," Jordan offers somewhat feebly. He gets up,

glass in hand, and saunters back behind the bar; he notices his old hockey stick

propped up in the comer, a tired old Sher-Wood P.M.P. 5030, its white tape

blackened by pucks long gone in countless games lost. He slides back out from

behind the bar and holds the stick out in front of him, its taped, knobby end at his

chin, and stares down its shaft with one eye closed. He assumes a 'ready' position,

leaning on the shaft to test its flexibility. "So what are we really going to do tonight?

can barely stand to be in this fucking house right now." His socked feet slide back

and forth on the rug in a stationary mock skate. He stick handles and taps the heel of

the stick against the carpet for emphasis as he speaks.

"I don't know. Youlive here - where should we go?"

"Frankly, I've just about had enough of people talking to me like a fucking

child every chance they get. I can't take that shit anymore - I think they think I've

regressed or something. It's so patronizing." Freeing up one hand, he takes another

mouthful of the softening wine and stands up straight, a perplexed look on his face.

"It's really opened up in my glass, like a chocolate-covered banana wrapped in a

minty, tannic teabag."

When Darlene finally stops laughing, she speaks with awe and dire sincerity.

"Wat did you say?? Amazing! Jord, this wine is like nothing I've ever tasted before.

I mean, it's fucking exquisite. Honestly. Thank you."
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"See, I'm tired of being thanked, talked over, talked down to, whispered at,

patted on the shoulder, and everything else about this whole process." He brings the

blade of the stick around to the cork, drags it toward him on his backhand before

flicking his wrist. The stick sends the cork up into the bookshelf somewhere between

his mother's collection of Farley Mowat titles and her photo albums. Jordan lays the

stick down in the middle of the room and pulls out an album, grabs the cork from

behind the books, then drops it. He flips open the album and is, for a moment, lost

among the captured landscapes and black-and-white dead relatives: twin girls riding

one horse, their father reaching into a mink cage, Christmas dinner at an old kitchen

table in a farmhouse. He replaces the album and returns to his seat, then immediately

raises himself and walks over to the bar fridge. There, Jordan opens the small door

and carefully removes a cheese tray, peels back the cellophane and stabs at a few

cubes with a toothpick. He offers the platter out to his cousin, who politely declines,

then speaks too-casually between squared-off pieces of meat he shoves into his

mouth. "I don't think I've grieved yet, Tess. It's been a week. 'When 
is it supposed to

happen?"

"well, yeah. It'll come. And Jordan, you know people are just trying to help.

They mean the best. Anyhow, you know that whenever you want to talk or

something, I'm here..." Darlene trails off, looks up from the television momentarily,

waves the remote control atithaphazardly while changing the channels, and fìnally

settles on a rebroadcast of a small-town marching band parade.

Jordan is suddenly flustered - he kicks the hockey stick out from the corner,

empties his glass and inhales deeply. "(Jm, yeah, thanks... Tess, we should go.
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Seriously. I can't stand sitting around in this house for much longer. I get jittery every

time the phone rings. I need it to stop already."

"Would you look at this? Look at these kids. They're arnazing.I swear

there's, like, eighty of them and they all move with such precision. Not so much the

girls with their flags and little wooden guns, but moreso the band. I mean, Jesus, /ook

at these guys. It's not just their feet - it's their arms, their heads, their instruments and

bodies, their little faces buried under such regal headgear. It's amazing. I mean, their

outfits aren't much to coo over - especially the girls - but they're fucking lovtngwhat

they're doing!" she looks away from the television to find nobody - Jordan has

disappeared. She carefully raises herself from the armchair, grabs ahalf dozen cubes

of cheddar from the tray that now occupies her cousin's seat, and shuffles upstairs.

"Jordan?"

"Jordan!"
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Darlene,

l'm so glad to hear that school is going wett - what kind of a job witt a Fine Aris
degree getyou? lwish lhad goneto school, butyourAfiand tmetwhen lwas 16 and

were married by 19. Your mother was born a year later. Women from the country
didn't often go to school back then - most just stayed home white their husbands
worked in the fields. I know you never liked the mink farming, but at least we didn't
have to worry about the weather tike most farmers do!

Your mother was a/so a very good photographer when she was your age - next time
you come l'll show you some of her work. My sisfers couldn't believe such a young girl
could take such beautiful photographs!

Love, Amma

PS. Any boys? The boys on this postcard are loggers from Marathon, ontario. Maybe
there are boys there for you?
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JORDAN, GOURMAND

Jordan and Darlene roll through the city in his mother's car, the street buzzing

orange and oddly undertrafficked. Jordan's eyes linger on the odometer and

speedometer before he looks over at his cousin, absently examining her cuticles. Her

cigarette is clenched between her front teeth, smoke curling out the window. He

glances down quickly at the gas gauge, up at the smudge of headlights from the

opposite lane, then back at Darlene. The band on the radio sings about amuzzle of

bees. He places his hand on the back of Darlene's headrest, feeling like it belongs

there. Darlene looks up from her hand and considers Jordan's casual intimacy.

"Hey.Tess."

"Mmm-hmm?"

"Hey Tess, you wanna go for a drive?"

"Aren't we driving now?" She holds her hand out at arm's length, fìngers up,

and examines her nails critically.

Jordan turns the radio down, plucks the cigarette from his cousin's lips, and

takes a drag. He begins gesturing with the cigarette as if he is speaking - it takes a

few seconds for his voice catches up to the movement. "Yeah, but we should do

something. I feel like I've just been a passive force lately - I mean, people wanting to

do things for me, wanting to be withme, even if it means sitting in awkward silence."

For a moment there is nothing - Darlene takes the cigarette back, inhales, and

speaks.
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"Jord, I don't know what I can say that will help. You have to let people help

you - otherwise they won't feel any better, and neither will you. Anyhow, tonight

whatever it is you want to do, we'll do it, and that's that." Darlene's speech is already

beginning to slur a bit.

"Yeah, you're right. You're right, I know. It's that one saying: 'If there's

anything I can do...'. Yeah, there's a lot of things you can do, but none of them will

bring my mother back or make me feel any less empty and lost. OK, well anyway, if

we're gonna go out it has to be somewhere where I won't run in to anyone I know,

oK?"

"H"y, sure, no problem, - you're about the only person I know in this town.

What did you have in mind?" Darlene's head sways as she draws deeply on her

cigarette.

Jordan thinks his cousin doesn't know how gentle she should be with him, and

he promises himself he will not take advantage of this. "The only places I can think of

are ones I feel I need to avoid..." He tums the radio back up. Someone else is singing

about punks in the beerlight.

"OK... well, you decide where we're going... just think about it, pick it...

and, um, I'll try and guess where or what it is!" The car jolts slightly as it crawls up

the steep incline of the bridge spanning the rail yard - Darlene tilts her head back,

staring at the steel girders that slice the night, and begins to whistle the theme from

Taxi. She turns her head and gazes down at the railyards that stretch out in an endless

andhaphazard blossom of motionless trains, stems of rusty steel and cast-iron

wildflowers.
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The LeSabre skids right as Jordan pushes the steering wheel hard. The car

bucks and lurches around the corner, sending Darlene swooning towards Jordan's

shoulder, her head still angled back and loose. She pushes off of him and tucks some

of her mass of hair behind her ears.

"'Whoa, my friend! What's the deal? Oh wait... I,1l guess, OK? you,re going

to abandon me at this horrible warehouse with all these train tracks?"

"As ifl come on... I know what we're going to do. Are you hungry ar arr?"

"sure. As long as it isn't dainties or cheese cubes, I'm in." she looks out the

window awkwardly; Jordan recognizes his cousin's limbering cadence as a symptom

of too much wine. She appears equally humiliated by her slurred statement.

He brings the car to a stop in the middle of what seems like nowhere. A single

red neon sign glows up ahead, nestled in the corner of a window in a buildin gthat

stands almost alone. A railway plant is its nearest neighbour, alarge open-sided

structure lined with corroded steel and sleeping machinery. Jordan is immediately out

of the car.

"Jord, where the fuck are we? wait - let me guess - you're going to abduct

me - no, you've already done that - cut up my body, and bury it in that creepy-

looking stockyard. Am I right?"

"well, maybe. No. No. we're going over there. Tasty Thai. They have great

food... and, if you're interested, karaoke," he adds.

"oh, you don't htow what you're getting yourself into," Darlene taunts. "I'm

a songbird - areal fucking songbird. But seriously, Tasty Thai? What the hell kind of

a name is that? I don't care - I'm going to blow the roof off this place."
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"Judging by the lack of cars that are around, I'd advise you not to, um, worry

about straining your vocal chords," Jordan replies. He feels depressingly sober; a mild

throb settles behind his nasal canal. He can feel his pulse in his eye sockets.

As they enter the restaurant Jordan notices Darlene is still smoking; he grabs

her cigarette, opens the door, and throws the smoke out onto the street. She mumbles

something combative then apologetic as the server leads them to a table right next to

the vacant karaoke stage. The only other patrons are a quiet family of six seated near

the door and an older man sitting in the corner alone, reading a newspaper. she

examines one of the two menus, the laminated paper stained brown in spots, as their

server disappears into the kitchen.

"Jord, this place is a fucking hole," Darlene notes as she takes in her

surroundings. The glossy tourist-type blown-up pictures of Thailand are washed out

in the pale blues and reds of time and sunlight and where there isn't art or tacky

mirrors obnoxious wallpaper serves as eye candy. For the first time something about

the wallpaper reminds him of one of his mother's sweaters. He also realizes that the

wallpaper has been installed upside down, the inverted rainbows adorning the walls

like a busy flock of lucky horseshoes.

Jordan looks away from the walls and too-casually examines the stained

menu. "The food is great - just try and keep that in mind. And booze is super cheap.

Don't worry... I'11 order. You look a bit perplexed." As their tiny server returns to

their table, he finally looks up from the menu and quickly glances over at his cousin.

"'We'll, um, have a bottle of the Riesling."

"And, from the menu. ..?" lhe server asks.
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"LJm, I'm not sure. Salad rolls for sure. But give us a second and I'11 come up

with some more... bring the wine an¡/time," Jordan says. For some reason he flashes

her the A-OK hand signal. The server backs away, never not smiling, before she turns

and crashes through the kitchen door.

Darlene watches her explode into the kitchen and begin barking orders before

following the busy wallpaper back to Jordan's face, his expression one of enthusiastic

sleepiness. "I'm son1r, Jord... I don't want to eat here. It's a sty. A hole. I live in

effin' Toronlo, for crying out loud - you can't imagine the types of places I've eaten

- and this, this is on the cusp of being the worst I've seen. I think there's some sort of

smell coming out of the carpet, and it looks like someone blew their nose on my

water glass... which, I should add, hasn't even been filled yet."

Jordan is frustrated and stung by his cousin's critique. "'When did you become

Julia Child or Martha Stewart or whatever? I thought my Tessie was the one who

broke with convention and lived alittle."

"Son1r, soll'y... to be honest with you, I have gotten a little tame... excitement

for me these days is more like paying my bills online or eating a bagel with regular-

fat cream cheese. Look out! l'm cra4rl Ech. But it doesn't change the fact thatl do

want to live a little, and eating here poses a serious risk of shortening my lifespan!"

The server slides around the comer on the tired, rust-coloured carpet,

approaching the table with a perspiring bottle of white wine and two clunky glasses.

She sets the glasses down and grapples with the waiter's corkscrew and the bottle

neck's slippery foil, finally wrangling it off and barely succeeding in extracting the

cork. She hands it to Jordan, who promptly wrinkles his forehead, snifß the cork, and
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grins before casually tossing it over his shoulder. It lands in a nearby aquarium,

sending the lone Fancy Fantail goldfish cowering for shelter at the bottom of the tank.

Jordan puts his hands behind his head and leans back, smiling with satisfaction as the

server giggles, one hand shielding her mouth. Darlene shakes and lowers her head as

her glass is filled; as the server retreats, his cousin leans forward and continues her

tirade. She is pointing now, her elbow in front of her on the table, her wrist relaxed

and fluid. It is all she can do to keep a straight face, as Jordan leans back on his chair,

hands still behind his head.

"OK, Jordan, yes) so anyhow, that's great, OK, but we are not eatinghere.

End of story. First of all, there's one lonely fish in that giant tank - where are the

rest? A lunch special, perhaps? And that water is disgzsring. Second of all, she can't

even open a bottle of wine without botching it... and there's ahair stuck to the

outside of the bottle. I mean, if there's ahair on the wíne..." Darlene is talking with a

slightly more sober cadence as she sips her Riesling. She continues finger-pointing,

her free hand drooping towards him, the wine, the kitchen, herself, and everything in

between, effortless and always with a slight sway. It is an argument Jordan cannot

possibly win.

"Fine... let's just get the salad rolls to absorb some of the wine, then we'll get

out of here," Jordan mumbles.

"Wait... Jord... I can do it. I'm sorry. I feel like we should stay. I'm not being

charitable enough with you or this place-

"cltatitable?" He rises from his seat and begins backing away from the table.
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" ...and I'm not giving you enough credit. Or support in general. Maybe we

should stay... we can talk about-"

ttNo.t'

"Jord, you can't keep running away forever. You haven't talked about any of

the shit you've been going through with anyone, and I think I can say with some

degree of certainty that you're suffering needlessly. Look, I didn't mean "charitable"

like you're a charity case... don't you want to talk about anything?"

"Nothing." He rings the little bell on the counter, walks over to the aquarium

and plucks the cork out. Jordan stoops over and squints into the murky water, then

retums to the table, tossing his catch absentmindedly in the air. He fills his and

Darlene's glasses before corking the wine and placing it on his cousin's side of the

table. "Put that in your bag."

"Excuse me?"

"Come on, we're getting out of here. I have an idea. We have to get home. I'll

pay for all this - you take the bottle and wait for me in the car." He tosses her the

keys as he swallows a large mouthful of wine and retums to the server station. He

then wanders behind the counter and pokes his head between the kitchen doors,

gesturing at the salad rolls, a Styrofoam container, and his credit card in a convoluted,

arm-over-hand kind of way. Darlene throws back her own glass of Riesling and heads

out to the car. The restaurant is now empty, so she makes small effort to hide the wine

as she pushes the door open. She lights a cigarette and slumps into the passenger seat.
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Jordan,

Have you ever been to Niagara Falls? Your Afi and t stopped there on the way to

Toronto fo see your Auntie Lorrie and your cousin. why can't I remember her name?

We had driven all the way through the Canadian Shield and decided we'd sneak

around Lake ontario fo see the falls. what a disappointment! lt's big and wet, yes, but

so full of tourists and wax museums. Ihis is all I bought while I was there. Your Afi did

the driving and the looking. I did allthe navigating and the talking.

lf you need any help with your mother please let me know - they'lt let me out of the

Betelstadur for a day (or maybe two) at a time... even if you just wanted me to sit with

her while you go out, let me know.

Love, Amma
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JORDAN, INTERMEDIARY

Leslie's LeSabre sits in the oil-stained driveway, parked sloppily and with

little regard for the lawn; Jordan hasn't even tried to avoid the blue box sitting at the

curb, and soda bottles now mingle with coupons and newspapers on the gïass.

Darlene neglects to close the passenger door completely as she scrambles into the

house, nearly tumbling down the stairs and into the basement washroom. Jordan is up

two flights of stairs, gathering up his three suits and their various component parts.

He dumps them on his bed, flattening them haphazardly with one hand, before

backing out the door.

"Tess!"

The house belches quietly as Darlene flushes the toilet; the furnace kicks in

almost simultaneously. The sound catches Jordan off guard - he turns, his left

knuckles sending a slender ceramic vase stuffed with funeral flowers dangerously

close to the edge of the hallway table. He can hear Darlene climbing the thick plush

steps as he reaches around with his other hand and rights the vase. She is buttoning

herjeans, and Jordan does not know where to look.

"What are you yelling about up here?"

"lJm, I need help picking a suit."

..TESS!"

"'What?"

"Come on!"

"Why? What the fuck am l supposed to weaÍ?"
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Darlene, now at the foot of the stairway, looks up at her cousin with what

appears to be profound shame. Her hands rest on the edge of her jeans, thumbs tucked

in at the button fly. "I spilled wine down the front of it last night. A fulI glass of wine.

Red wine."

Jordan looks away again, is suddenly very still, cannot look at his cousin. It

isn't until he hears his own voice that he realizes he is on the verge of tears. "Well

what the hell are we doing then? Why did we even consider doing this?" He marches

back into his mother's bedroom and grabs ablazer, sliding his arms violently into the

jacket before shrugging its shoulders into place.

"Jord, I don't lcnow what the fuck we're doing. you won't tell me. Anything.

You won't tell me anything. why can't we just fucking stay here? you don't have

anything to prove to me or your moth-"

"What about something from my mom's closet?"

"Excuse me?"

"The outfit you wore to the, um, the funeral?"

Darlene pads cautiously up the slightly curved staircase to where her cousin

stands. She stops, however, one step short of the landing.

"No. It's creepy. It's just fucking creepy. I mean even if she was alive. . .,'

"Yeah?"

"Just take a look. I mean-"

"Nothing. I'm sorry. It's just - that I'm - our bodies are different, that's all.

l4lere different, I mean. Our body types."
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Jordan senses his cousin's breaking point, can see her lip beginning to quiver

through the thick curls of hair, her small, pale face. He feigns an apologetic face then

hides it as he places his hand on Darlene's shoulder too heavily.

"Well let's just go look, Tess. l want to look. Please."

"OK, but just for a couple minutes. I don't want to spend tonight going

through boxes of photos and shit. I mean, don't take offense - God, I'm horrible right

now - I'm just not in the right headspace. I mean, I guess I could wear something of

my mom's..."

"Yeah, of course. It's fine," Jordan says. His victory is small and unsatisfying.

Darlene steps up to the landing and falls in behind him as they shuffle into his

mother's bedroom. Two large double-door closets take up most of one wall;

Darlene's mother's things litter the floor near the dresser and the foot of the bed.

Jordan sits down on the edge of the double bed near one of the side tables, its small

surface cluttered with hardcover books, an alarm clock, and a short glass tumbler. He

picks up the tumbler, sniffs it, then holds it up to the light.

"Auntie Lorrie's been dipping into the sauce," Jordan notes.

Darlene turns to face her cousin wearing a faint, tipsy swagger of her own.

"Oh boy. She doesn't drink very much to begin with. I was wondering if Mom might

have had a slug or two the other night."

"You can't blame her. I can't believe her and mom were twins. I mean, other

than the height and the hairstyles I never really saw too much of a resemblance." He

jerks his head in the direction of his mother's dresser, where a selection of Leslie's

photographs sit framed.
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Darlene eyes the closet with what appears to be apprehension. "But you must

have heard them talk on the phone, Jord. I mean, they spoke in fragments - you could

tell they were finishing each others' sentences. It was weird." Darlene's hand shakes

as she pulls on one of the closet door handles; it folds open, a strong scent of

honeysuckle rising from the space-saving shoe rack and the dozens of carefully-

arranged dresses.

The phone rings, and Jordan bolts down the stairs to the kitchen to retrieve the

cordless phone from its cradle. The house has fallen silent save for monosyllabic

conversation. There is the ticking of the large clock near the front door that he made

in his shop class in junior high. The clock face is a mounted poster of Neil Diamond;

Jordan had affixed the poster to the particle board, cut the ridiculously thick and

untreated frame, and assembled everything.

"No, Amma. No. No, it's not too late. No, Auntie Lorrie is out with friends. I

don't know. No. It was nice to see you yesterday, Amma. Yesterday. At mom's

funeral."

Mr. Marr, the shops teacher, helped with the clock face, ensuring (at Jordan's

request) that neither hand pass through its subject's sight. Neil Diamond's eyes are

closed anyhow, closed in a frenry of sweaty thrusts, hair everywhere quivering in the

open air of the Hollywood Bowl or some other glorious venue. As a teenager Jordan

always liked to stand at the foot of the stairs near the clock and hold Neil Diamond's

outrageous pose for as long as possible, his silent plea for attention that he suspects

his mother had secretly adored.
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He stands now in the silence, again bends his arms and clenches his fists, one

still gripping the phone at his ear, and tries to form his mouth into the snarl he had

perfected as a teenager. "oK, Amma, oK. Tomorrow. Of course. No, this is Jordan.

Leslie's son. No, Leslie's not here." He bends his left leg forward and can almost feel

the chill of the air steaming from his sweaty face as the crowd erupts. He suddenly

frowns, takes the phone from his ear, then puts it back against his ear. "Hello?

HELLO?" Jordan hits the 'off button before throwing it angrily across the living

room. The furnace hiccups and gurgles faintly in the background. He reaches into his

jacket hung on the staircase's railing for the cigarettes that aren't there.
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Lorrie,

Yourfather and t stayed here when we went on our 1Tth anniversary hotiday- tthink
it's called the Palliser Hotel - built by the same company that buitt the Hotet Forl

Garry! There's a ballroom that's just glorious - we went for a cocktait there. Did you

eyer see your father in a suit?

when he died, the mortician asked me if there would be any viewings or an open-

casket funeral. What an avvful thought. Your father had no specific requests. He

thought that dwelling on matters of death was a waste of life.

Mom
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DARLENE, UNSTRUNG

Darlene thrashes around on the Lesabre's front seat, pulling on the right

shoulder of her dress with the left. She has become, over the course of the last two

hours, irritatingly near-sober, the modest black dress rubbing like low-grade

sandpaper against her partially-exposed shoulders. The hemline feels simultaneously

too high and too low, and her hips have never felt more obtrusive as they do from the

dress' odd cut. Her bag is bulky and unsure of itself on her left shoulder - only her

feet feel truly right. Amidst her struggle a cigarette dangles from the left side of her

mouth, her thick hair safely restrained in an old black elastic. She has no other

accessories, never wears much more than a watch and the occasional small pendant

around her neck, and her makeup is understated and soft. only a faint smell of

honeysuckle remains in her aunt's dress.

"Fuck, I can't tell if it's the seatbelt or this dress or just that I'm fucking

crawling out of my skin, but I can't sit still. Are we almost there?"

Jordan looks relaxed in his suit, a black two-button combo that Darlene

assembled for him based on an ad in one of his Aunt Lorrie's magazines. He smokes

his cigarette, his head tilted back slightly as if he is trying to discern the various

characteristics of the road through smoky reading glasses. "Tess, we'll be there in,

like three minutes. Have you never seen the Hotel Fort Garry? I was sure you'd at

least know something about it."

Darlene breaks from her struggle long enough to roll down her window and

flick her cigarette out the window. His placid demeanor is making her increasingly
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irritable. "Jord, can I just get out and walk? Seriously, I need to get out of this car. . .

or maybe it's this dress. I've just got to... something's got to change. Jordan, was

your mother ever taken to the hospital in this dress?"

Jordan, visibly shaken, jerks the wheel with a degree of urgency and

uncertainty. "'W'e can't talk about this like this, right now, or maybe ever. And - and

here we are," he declares in a flippant tone. He steps out of the LeSabre, hands the

keys to the valet, and walks around the front of the car in an attempt to open the door

with some sort of chivalry. But Darlene is already standing on the first granite step of

the stairway, still pulling at her dress while staring at her cousin sternly.

"At some point you're going to have to talk, Jord. Oh God, I really don't like

the way I'm feeling right now. Can we not do this now, please?" The wind blows

down Broadway as a well-dressed couple pass up the stairs and into the hotel. Leaves

skid out from the boulevard, flashing in the orange street lights before rolling off the

curb and nestling against the tires of parked cars. Jordan watches as a valet drives his

mother's car away; Darlene looks at him expectantly, her arms crossed awkwardly

across her chest. She begins reaching for a cigarette but stops herself.

"Tess, you look fine. Seriously."

Darlene's developing sobriety grates on her nerves, and she feels her patience

for her cousin waning even more quickly than her interest in following his plan

through to fruition. She wants to be alone, at home or anywhere but home, the closest

and furthest points from her cousin's latent grief and her own anger. She thinks he

wants her to hurt him.
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They climb the dozen or so steps in silence to one of the two sets of large oak

and brass doors of the hotel. Darlene stops and pulls down on her dress - she sees

Jordan look away and does not care. She watches him look anywhere except ather,

his eyes finally coming settling on the large sandy ashtray that stands between the

doors. His eyes, and then his fingers, trace the hotel's temporarily-embossed signal

through the sand. "I'm so sorry, Darlene," he whispers, gently pushing a cigarette butt

out of the way with his index finger. She feels faint, and her own eyes flutter closed

as she leans against the pale brick of the hotel.

Suddenly I am sitting in myfavourite dress at a kitchen table, a Siamese cat

on my lap, feet dangling lazily above the kitchenfloor. The sun illuminates dust

particles swirling above the olive-green kitchen counter. The cat sits attentively,

batting lazily and abstractly at next-to-nothings. My lap feels warm under the cat's

small body, and a heavy smell of something.sweet baking in the oven clouds the

kitchen, mingling with Auntie Leslie's honeysuckle, another sweetness. A large

angular glass ashtray sits heavy on the kitchen counter, a thin whísper of smoke

cutting up f"om its wreckage and through the dusty sunbeam.

My legs are exposedfrom the htee down, where the cat ends and my skin

begins. A small wrinkled bandage clings to my ríght lcnee, a blackened dot of blood

pushing through. My precious clear jelly slzoes hang above the caramel linoleum, the

floor where my cousin has learned to crawl, to walk, and will one day slide sock-

footedfrom the kítchen to the cheery hardwood of the hallway.
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Auntie Leslie enters the lcitchenfrom the door that leads to the baclqtard,

looking down at me with obvious affection. "Look at the two of you," she coos,

"closer than two sweet peas in my little pod. Tessie and Conrad. Do you lcnow where

the name'Conrad' came from, Darlene? "

"No, Auntíe Leslie. " One of my jelly shoes drops fi"om my foot to the floor,

and Conrad runs for the stairs. The sweet smell gets lteavier when Auntie Leslie

opens the oven door.

"Well, I don't know if your mother would like me telling you this, but the

name 'Conrad'. That's yourfather's middle name, honey."

The cat, possibly in reaction to hearing its name called, peeks its head around

the corner in anticipation of either puníshment or reward; sensing neither, it returns

to the kitchen, slípping gingerly back on to my lap.

"Tessie, does your mom ever tølk to you about yourfather? "

"No."

"Well, I won't get too into it myself, but I think he was- is a decent man, for

all I htow - and I'm really sony him and your mom couldn't get along."

"We do OK." I have no ideawhat that mearxs, but every time myfather ís

mentioned in conversation this is my mother's reply.

Auntie Leslie picks up on the empty response and looks down at me again with

almost-wet eyes, her hands folded under a dish cloth. "I lcnow you do, sweetie, I know

you do."

"Where's Jordan? "
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"He's upstairs sleeping, dear. All that runníng around in the baclqard this

afternoon tuckered him ríght out." Ifeel exhausted, can barely keep my eyes open.

The warmth of the summer sun and the limp body on my lap is making my head

heavy, too heauy to sustain.

1 ESSTE !

"Tessie?"
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DARLENE, UNBALANCED

Darlene stretches her arm out to regain her balance and finds only the smooth

sand of the outdoor ashtray of the hotel's front entrance. She pulls on the poorly-

fitting dress again, but with a sort of tenderness rather than discomfort.

"Tessie, are you OK? Are we going in or what?"

"Um, yeah. Yeah. I guess let's go in."

The two push through the heavy wood and brass doors, shuffle through the

automatic revolving door, and into the lobby of the hotel. In the centre of the expanse

of pillars and marble sits a table and two armchairs, the nearer of which Darlene

stumbles towards and falls into. Jordan makes his way over to the other chair and

imitates his cousin's collapse in a way Darlene detests. A faint clatter of baggage and

heels on the shiny floor mingles with voices and the happy simmer of a jazz trio in

the lounge.

"Tessie, you don't look so hot. Do you want me to get you anything?" Jordan,

once again alert and coherent, sits forward in the chair. His eyes scan the room, its

high ceiling, and his cousin's sinking into the ribbed fabric of the armchair.

"I just need some water. And maybe some food."

"OK, Tess. Let's get you something."

receptions?" She extracts her body from the chair's crevices, smoothes out her dress

and grabs blindly for her bag, which sits limp at her feet. Her voice betrays her body'
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fatigue, and she leans dangerously forward, then plucks her purse from the floor in a

surprisingly graceful movement.

Jordan takes his cousin by the arm and leads her to the ballroom to the right of

the brass elevators; a large glass bowl full of envelopes sits unattended at the entrance

to the large hall, its keeper listening with little attention to an awful congratulatory

speech.

"Kenny and Colleen... I tell you, these kids have been sticking their tongues

down each other's throats since ninth grade. I hope they are still as attentive to each

other, especially since Colleen is now an eat)nose and throat lady." A couple of the

eight-person tables clink their glasses; the orator continues, feeling some false sense

of momentum rising in the room. "And Kenny's such a hockey fan that he's sure to

be interested in a pick-up game of tonsil hockey any day of the week." A swell of

guffaws and murmured laughter rises from the nuclei of tables.

Jordan shakes his head in disgust. "'What a windbag. Let me see if I can snake

my way down to the bar," he whispers. Darlene stands, leaning against the wall near

the entrance with ahalf dozen other attendees, and watches with vehemently lazy

disinterest as the speaker blathers on about how Colleen is going to steal Kenny away

from the Saturday night ritual of Hockey Night in Canada, or how Kenny will have to

be on standby in the event of any other male bonding experiences that may come to

pass. A sitcom swell of laughter rises from those seated at the tables; they sense the

speaker is winding up, and that mingling, more drinks, the cake and the dancing are

soon to follow.
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Jordan saunters back to his cousin, a drink in each hand. "You wouldn't have

wanted the wine - some cheap Italian stuff in a big bottle with a screwcap, and the

beer selection is grim at best. So gin and tonic it is." She guardedly takes the short

green straw in her mouth. The tonic water feels like it will tear her stomach to shreds;

a tuft of the lime's pulp slides down her throat and causes her to cough slightly too

loud. Jordan gingerly pats the back of his mother's old dress. The rest of the crowd is

in the midst of boisterous applause for the speaker, who steps away from the podium

and slinks back to the end of the head table under the chatter of fork against crystal.

Right on cue, some guests begin to rise from their tables, awkwardly making

way for busboys in white-grey jackets and trays of hors d'oeuwes floating at the

fingertips of disinterested-looking servers. Jordan is quick to sneak away and pluck

four pieces of garlicky bruschetta from one of the slower servers, noisily slurping the

toppings from the bread. He wipes the olive oil from his cheek with a napkin as the

DJ increases the volume on Simple Minds' "(Don't You) Forget About Me".

"Hey Tess - what's the name of the movie this song is from?"

"How can you not know this?"

"Jord, please drop it. You know I consciously rebelled against television as a

child."

"I don't have a hot clue and couldn't cate less."

"Oh yeah. Freak. Freaky-freako. Do you watch lots of TV now, Freaky-

freako?"
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"Well, yeah, probably too much, I guess. But there's way more to do in

Toronto than there is in Winnipeg. At least that's what I'm gathering based on this

dud of a night."

When "Arthur's Theme" comes on Jordan starts a combination of humming

and mumbling the last two or three words of each line of the song; his mere existence

is now beginning to get on Darlene's nerves. She takes a long pull from the gin and

tonic and excuses herself to get another. As she waits for a drink at the open bar she

sees the flashy puff of white that adorns the crown of the bride's head from the corner

of her eye. Suddenly a hand is thrust into her personal space, jolting her from her

thoughts. The bride leans forward, her head cocked to the side and her veil tickling

Darlene's arm. "I'm son)i, I don't believe we've met. I mean, I don't know. I've met

so many people today. I could have met you earlier. I'm... well, I'm the bride, of

course!" Colleen giggles. Her photographer hovers behind Darlene, incessantly

shooting Colleen over her shoulder. Darlene smells liquor on the photographer's

breath.

"Yes... I'm sure," Darlene replies. The camera's shutter clicks incessantly in

her left ear, producing a sort of nausea in "f 'm-"

"'who are you here with? Let me guess... one of Kenny's cousins from lowa,

right? Are you Jonathan's date?"

"Well, yeah, you're close, but..." It's no use; Colleen has been pulled away

by her mother and is being led to the dance floor. Even the few minutes away from

Jordan make him now seem much more tolerable. She sees some pain still buried so

deep in him that it only shows in the corners of his eyes.
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drinks.

"I'm not drinking gin and tonic, Tessie," he says, pointing at her two short

"'Who says either of these are for you, jackass?" A wave of self-conscious

embarrassment overtakes Darlene - suddenly she is just some kid in a middle-aged

woman's dress. She makes short work of her first drink, then tums to the other with

slight trepidation, places the short straw on the table and drinks deeply again, nearly

choking in the process. She can tell Jordan is trying not to laugh as he returns from

the bar, and she responds by spitting an ice cube at him. They laugh, and Darlene

looks up into her cousin's face with a canng confusion for what seems like too long,

then gently punches him in the kidney.

A bustling polka ensues, lasting no more than three minutes before the

participants stop flying around the floor in dizrying orbits. The disc jockey, a stocky

man with a leather vest and bottle-dye combover, engages the microphone from his

small comer of the dance floor with an announcement. "And now, ladies and

gentlemen, Colleen has requested this beeeee-ooootiful song from my younger years,

so anyone feeling like taking a breather with someone special on the dance floor, all

cheek-to-cheek-like, should get down to it."

Darlene and Jordan look at each other with mock seriousness. "'W'e should do

it for Colleen," Darlene announces.

"Yes," Jordan replies, "let's do it for Colleen. To Colleen. Let's get down to

it." He raises his glass, swallows the last of his screwdriver, and turns to Darlene

while wiping his mouth with the back of his suit jacket. She downs her drink and then

takes her cousin by the arm, making their way out amongst the other guests. They
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find a spot in the middle of the dance floor, smile awkwardly at each other, and move

into the standard, rigid slow dance positions.

Darlene manoeuvres her cousin around the crowded dance floor with care and

slight unease, the way she would her old armchair across the small main room of her

apartment. Jordan provides little assistance, and is as heavy and unbending as

fumiture. She can feel the warmth of his neck against the side of her face, and while

her dress is still a source of great discomfort, she feels less conscious of the fit and

comfort of the fabric. She leans her head forward, pushing his right shoulder back and

turning their bodies amongst the wedding guests. They now barely move, and lean

unnaturally into each other, Jordan's chin resting on his cousin's shoulder. He slowly

lifts his head and buries his eyes in the recess between Darlene's neck and shoulder;

his elbows bend at her armpit, and his hands cup the back of her head. She can feel

Jordan unraveling.

"Shhhh..." she whispers. Jordan's body shakes hard three times, his head

heavy on Darlene's shoulder, before she feels it nod quickly with the onset of silent

sobbing. His height and current slumped-over stature make his collapse physically

difficult for her. She doesn't know whether to remain where she is, his larger frame

weighing on her shoulder, or to try and lead him away. His hands wring her hair

without pulling it, then move down and bunch the back of his mother's dress at the

shoulders, shaking slightly.

"I'm so fucking sorÐ/, Darlene," he sputters in a voice buried in her neck, her

skin slickening with snot and spit. He lifts his forehead and presses it lightly against

hers, and Darlene shuts her eyes tight against a grief and desire she now feels
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unwilling and unready to unpack. He leans in fuither as her head recoils, but Darlene

is finally able to move her hands onto his chest and push him partially but gently

away. She glances down at her aunt's dress, bites her bottom lip, and faces her cousin

as evenly as she can manage. Darlene tries to voice so many thoughts simultaneously

that in her mind they become stills, images flipped in such quick succession that they

distort and fragment until the only meaning left is in trying to discern what was there

in the first place.

He smiles at her as she tries to speak, but his eyes naffow as tears begin

trickling down her face. "The Lady in Red" has ended, and the disc jockey senses the

crowd's appreciation of the outdated ballad and passes the torch to Phil Collins.

Darlene looks anywhere except at her cousin - the two stand in the middle of the

dance floor for another moment, bodies apart but hands clenched against the knot in

Jordan's tie. They collapse into each other, rocking back and forth in a smaller way

than those around them.

The song ends, and Darlene pulis back from her cousin once again, wipes her

eyes with her hand, and motions towards and mumbles vaguely about the washroom;

Jordan nods and follows at a distance, stopping to eat a piece of shrimp aI avacated,

table. When they reach the entrance to the ballroom and are out of earshot of most of

the guests, Darlene turns so quickly on her right heel that Jordan almost walks into

her. She has suddenly hardened again save for her slightly smudged makeup and red

cheeks. She sniffs and reaches into her bag for her cigarettes and lighter, can feel the

hollow, disingenuous nature of her tough exterior waver.
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"Jord," her voice warbles, "I'm going now. Alone. I just need to go home and

be alone for a while, OK? I'm sorry... I had a good time. But I'm son1r..."

"I know," Jordan replies. "Yeah, me too." He stands with his hands behind his

back and a look on his face like he has been on a casual date and everything has gone

marginally well. "I think I'11 go have a drink in the Palm Room and head home a bit

later. Listen - are you OK to drive? Why don't you take my car? Take it home," he

continues, pushing the keys into her free hand, "please. It would be a favour to me. I

won't let you take a cab."

Darlene doesn't argue with him; rather, she nods quietly and bites her lip

again. She turns around and towards the night, and can feel her cousin's eyes on her

as she arcs back through the revolving doors and into the company of the valet, who

promptly retrieves the Lesabre and sends her wandering back into the city.
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Dear Darlene,

I went to the lcelandic Festival in Gimli for many years, and helped out in atl sorts of ways: baking,

spinning wool, and just generally making sure everything went smoothly. Now that I live here you'd

think I would go more often, but I donT get out and around very much anymore. I knew you were

special because the year you were born I was chosen as Fjallkona of the festival. Fjaltkona means

'woman of the mountain,' which of course in Manitoba is absurd. Somehow the organizers thought t

had been to lceland.

I sat on a throne, wearing a beautiful white gown and a lush green robe, and everyone stared at me.

I was terrified! They wanted me to speak, but I just held my flowers and stood and waved. And the

next day, when I came back to Winnipeg, there you were.

All of this remains so clear in my mind.

Love, Amma

OJ



JORDAN, REACTIONARY

Jordan steps out of the cab, shoves a five dollar bill into his pants, and trips

over the front curb of his mothers' house, landing awkwardly on his ann as he hits the

ground, hand jammed into his pocket. The cab driver does not notice or pretends not

to notice and drives away. Jordan lies in the dark, cheek on grass, trembling with

cold. He grunts softly. Reaching into his blazer he discovers his cigarettes are

completely flattened save for one that sports a crook in the middle. Jordan places it in

his mouth, enjoying the sight of the smoke in his peripheral vision, rolis on to his

back, lights a match and then his cigarette before tossing the former in the direction of

the driveway.

The grass is wet in the early hours of the dark morning. He rubs the back of

his neck against the somewhat prickly blades, and his feet hang over the curb, heavy

dress shoes grazingthe pavement as the exhaled smoke hangs in the orange-lit night

above his head. For the first time he notices his mother's car, parked poorly in the

driveway, and that Darlene has dropped her cigarettes near the driver's side door.

Jordan rolls back on to his stomach and grabs at the pack, but they are beyond his

reach and he is too lary to move any closer. He inhales the fresh smell of the lawn

before forcing his shortening cigarette into his mouth. When he exhales the smoke

crawls towards his mother's house, and he follows it with his eyes to the front step.

He pushes himself up into a barely-standing position.

Jordan stands in the grass and pulls down on his blazer, his cigarette jutting

out from his mouth as he adjusts the jacket's shoulder pads. He rotates his head in
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what looks like a loosening way but is actually painful. When he stops rotating his

head it continues swaying lightly, and his eyelids flutter with fatigue and liquor. He

smokes the last of his crooked cigarette and looks around at his grassy surroundings,

wondering where to throw the butt. He flicks it against his mother's car, remembers

his cousin's cigarettes, and picks them up before heading to the front door of his

mother's house.

Jordan's bulky keychain pours out ofhis jacket pocket, and he slouches over

in the meagre light seeping through the vertical blinds to try and pick the right key.

They begin rattling as he unlocks the door. As the door swings open, he notices the

abundance of lights that are on and yells the first thing he always does as he enters the

house.

The door swings back, and Jordan steps through the entrance and out of its

way. He leans back on the door as it closes, eyes shut tight against his mistake. He

places his keys on the small set of hooks near the door, and notices his mother's keys,

picked over by Lorrie and Darlene. He removes them from the hook and tosses them

between his hands nervously before dropping them.

"Mom?"

"FUCK!" Jordan's voice surprises himself. He bends down grabs the keys,

opens the door and slams them into the mailbox. As he turns back towards the interior

of the house everything that crosses his line of sight suddenly reminds him of his

mother. He walks over to the sofa and grabs the throw pillows, the beaded edges

chattering against each other, walks back to the door and drop-kicks them on to the

lawn. He grabs sheet music and a few pictures from the piano, wanders into the
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family room and out into the yard, dropping the armful of objects into the grass. Ag

he reenters the house his field of vision is again overwhelmed by objects crowding his

mother's house. He grabs a small jade tree by its cheap plastic pot and launches it

between his legs football-style out the open patio door and into the backyard. He is

already beginning to feel better.

Jordan does three full slow rotations and wonders what should be removed

next. He hurls the remote control end-over-end into the yard like a knife-thrower at a

carnival. He grabs armfuls of books from the sagging bookshelves and piles them

near the patio door, then lights one of his cousin's cigarettes before hurling the

literature into the yard Frisbee-style. This takes longer than he has anticipated, and by

the end his shoulder is throbbing slightly and he is grunting through cigarette smoke.

An inventory of household objects scrolls through Jordan's mind, and as he

approaches the dining room he realizes he is thirsty, and takes the opporlunity to

remove the screwcap from a magnum of cheap French red wine and drink from the

bottle. "Opus One... Opus nothin'," he mutters as he struggles to replace the

screwcap. Deciding it is more of an inconvenience than anything, Jordan leaves it

behind as he and the wine make their way into the kitchen. He takes another swig

from the magnum and begins flinging the cupboard doors open, gathering what few

clean plates and mugs he can find and whisking them out the patio doors and across

the still-wet grass.

Jordan ventures back into the living room, grabs the stack of records from

beside the sofa and cradles them in his arms as he wanders into the front yard. He

throws his hands up in the air as if he is shrugging, sending the records cascading into
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the grass, then repeats the whole process four more times before covering the whole

mess with the living room drapes. The curtain rod is shot like a javelin into the yard,

and bounces badly in the grass.

He hides in the bushes near the side of the house as the paper is delivered by a

man in an undershirt and baggy old jeans - the man doesn't seem to notice the piles

of household items strewn across the lawn in the dimly-lit pre-dawn. The intemrption

leaves Jordan irritated and ashamed, but with an intensified focus. He attacks the

closet near the front door with renewed vigour, gathering the honeysuckle-laced

jackets up in his arms and piling them on the lawn. He checks all the pockets for

change, gathers up the loose coins and pockets the few dollars he finds. He works

with enthusiasm on moving a variety of items for the better part of an hour. Once

Jordan has used the washroom and disposed of an armful of towels and toilet paper,

he drinks deeply from the magnum of wine before descending the few steps to his

cousin's room.

As he steps into the doorway it becomes clear that Darlene has returned but is

not in her room - the contents of her purse are scattered across the otherwise empty

bed. He scans the room for traces of his mother but opts against intruding even once

he spots a few photographs and a couple of his mother's dresses hanging on the back

of a chair. He turns back, opens the door to the rec room, and descends with the idea

of slap-shooting some wine glasses into the backyard. Darlene is slumped on the

couch, still in his mother's dress, a glass of something abandoned on the coffee table.

The multi-coloured bars of an off-the-air television station air bathe her in a confused

light, and Jordan fights back tears as he gathers Darlene up in his arms and
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awkwardly climbs the few stairs to her room. He kicks her purse and other things on

to the floor, pushes back the covers with his foot and gently places Darlene on the

bed. As he backs out of the room he drops her cigarettes on the floor and grabs the

photographs and his mother's other dresses for disposal.

Once back in the kitchen, the open cupboard doors beckon him in, and the few

clean coffee cups and a butter tray ends up in the backyard within spitting distance of

other flatware. Jordan is tired, so tired, yet cannot close his eyes and cannot stop

himself. He moves now as if he is unsure of where to go or what to do or what to

move outside. There is a note on the counter that is from his Auntie Lorrie, but he

chooses not to read it. He looks at the piles of dirry dishes and decides they are best

left for someone else. He picks up amagazine his mother had subscribed to but

immediately throws it on the floor.

Jordan exits through the front door and stands in the sharpening blue of the

new day, scans the objects on his mother's front lawn but can make no more sense of

anything now than he could before all these objects, many of them barely significant,

had been spread across the property. He opens the back door of the LeSabre, lies

across the seat the way his mother had so many times, and almost immediately falls

asleep.
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Swindon - what a place it was! So rainy when we were there, but a realtreat.
The next day we went down to the pier at Brighton and strolled through what
seemed like the greatest carnival ever.

I actually remember very little of Swindon.

How are the treatments coming along? And how is your hair? Did I ask you
this already?

Let's hear from you, OK?
Mom
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DARLENE, REDRESS

Darlene sleeps until noon, thrashing around in her bed all night in a mortal

battle with the bedspins. She carefully rights herself, arms crossed over her bare

chest, as she looks around the room for her bed clothes, staggering under the sun's

heavy brilliance like she is still drunk. Darlene doesn't remember getting into bed,

and certainly doesn't remember going to bed naked - a condition she detests. A

modest black and dusty pink dress sits crumpled in the middle of the bedroom floor.

She shakes her head andrcalizes she may still be drunk; a small bottle of Grand

Marnier sits on the floor beside the bed, and the contents of her purse are all over the

floor. She struggles with a pair of sweatpants and her faded bright blue hoodie,

desperately fighting the urge to lie back down. She shuffles down the dark hallway to

the washroom, hands gnpping the edge of the countertop as she leans towards her

reflection. She lets the cold water run for a couple of minutes before cupping her

hands together, water trickling down her chin and chest as she drinks noisily from her

palms. Darlene turns off the taps, wipes her hands on the fiont of her hoodie and

stumbles up the smail flight of stairs to the kitchen. Lorrie is already sitting in one of

the leather bucket seats at the bronze-and-glass kitchen table, sipping coffee from a

small measuring cup.

"Well dear, all the cups are dirty from yesterday's reception. You said you

were going to wash them when you got home, remember?"

"Hm. Yeah, guess I did," Darlene replies.

"Mom, why are you drinking out of that thing?"
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"Listen," Lorrie begins, hunching down over the measuring cup, "you can't

keep carrying on like this, all this drinking until late and-"

"Mom, please, not now please. Save the lecture for later, OK? I can't handle it

right now." She pulls a mug out from the bottom of the sink, rinsing it out with the

hottest water she can stand. Everything is missing: no dish soap, dish towels, no dish

rack. She dries the mug on the front of her hoodie and fills it up with coffee.

"Where's the-"

"I have no idea where anything is, sweetie. I've been quietly tearing this

kitchen apart all morning trying to find the basics - because I was going to do all

those dishes you said you were going to do - and there's just nothing. I think Jordan

may have been doing some packing and rearranging last night after the two of you got

home. I mean, you know I sleep with the fan on, but I heard all sorts of noises at

around three-"

"I didn't come home with Jordan. Ugh. Never mind." Darlene notices the

bedside hospital photo of Leslie and Jordan, pictured at his mother's bedside at the

hospital. She pulls the hood of the sweater up, tucking some of her hair messily

behind her ears, and wonders who would have taken the photo, and when.

"Mom, how long was Auntie Leslie in the hospital before she died?"

"Honey, she was in and out for tests and what not all the time, but at the end

only about two days. Why do you ask?"

She doesn't say anything for a minute, and is in fact more preoccupied with

trying to piece together the previous night's events. Darlene returns to the present

with an abrupt shake of her head - everything is murky. "Where the hell did
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everything go?" Darlene winces as the coffee touches her lips. "It's like anything

necessary, anything you would use on a dally basis,just isn't around. Yesterday

morning I had to use my pyjama pants to dry myself off after having a shower. I

thought I was just being forgetful, but now that I think about it, I had been looking

through the-"

"Darlene, don't be looking through your aunt's things," Lorrie begins gravely.

"What the hell did youuse to dry yourself off?" Darlene shoots back.

"Well, dear, I just had the foresight to bring my ov/n towel. Two, actually."

She stares into the measuring cup she turns counterclockwise on the glass surface.

"Momt You had fyyo towels? Why didn't you let me use one?"

"Frankly, sweetie, I thought you would have your own, or you would have

asked. You didn't ask."

"We're talking about a damn towel, Mom - it doesn't change the fact that

there's a lot of shit missing or just gone from this house. Do you think Jordan would

just start getting rid of stuff arbitranly?"

Lorrie is silent. Darlene knows her mother is trying to think of a good catch-

phrase or cliché, or some words of wisdom culled from a bad psychologist talk show,

and feels prepared to deflect any such rhetoric. Lorrie drinks from her measuring cup

of lukewarm coffee in silence, her bottom lip curled under the spout and the handle

pointed straight out from her face. She immediately reddens when her eyes met

Darlene's.

"Moml,"

"'What?"
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"You're just weird this week is all, I guess."

"We11, my sis-"

"I know, mom, I know. You don't have to justify yourself."Darlene stomps

over to the corner, reaches into her backpack and pulls out an o1d pack ofcigarettes,

placing one in her mouth. She pulls some matches from her pyjama pants, then stops

and removes the cigarette from her mouth, pointing it accusingly at her mother. "It

feels cold in here. Why does it seem like there's no fucking sunlight-"

"Please, Darlene, watch your mouth. This is your Aunt Leslie's-"

"Mom, she's dead." Darlene pauses to light her cigarette. "Apparently Jordan

is gone, so now it's just you and me, and you and me always talk like this."

"Well, then, Darlene, watch your language out of respect for me... and the

dead," Lorrie adds with her familiar, cadenced drama.

Darlene smolders, a blue blanket of cigarette smoke. She turns away from her

mother and opens the pantry door, then proceeds down the row of cupboards, opening

and closing the outdated wood-paneled cabinets. She exhales into the cupboard where

the clean plates had been; smoke wafts out and around her. "There's just nothing to

eat here at alMs there any sugar? How did you even find coffee?"

"I went next door and borrowed some."

"You can do that in Winnipeg?"

"Well," begins Lorrie - Darlene has long ago decided to omit the word .well,

from her vocabulary entirely, the result of Lorrie's reliance on the word - "Well, you

can in this neighbourhood." Lorrie pauses again,for what Darlene can tell is dramatic

effect. "And you can when someone in the house has just passed away."
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"I thought people were supposed to bring the grieving family piles of food or

something," Darlene grumbles. She taps the ashes of her cigarette into the piles of

dishes in the sink. "Where the hell is it all? Let me guess..."

"I told Jordan to take it all with him, and please don't ash in those dishes!"

"He took it øll withhim?"

"Yes, dear. He's a boy, after all. . . dear God, he's just a boy, isn't he? And he's

been through so much already. He's lost someone so precious and special in his

life..."

"Mother," Darlene began, "I know he's been through a lot. I'm trying to help

him too, you know. And please - you sound like an after-school movie or

something."

"Darlene, don't you talk to your mother that way."

"OK, sorry - but OK, what exactly are we supposed to eat? And did you even

ask him where all of Auntie Leslie's stuff went?"

"Dear, he was packing some things up last night after you got home, and I was

going to get up and offer him some help but I thought it was best that I stay out of his

way. I had left him a note last night - didn't you see it? It's right there stili. oh!

There's a jello mold in the fridge that you can have."

Darlene opens the fridge, smoke stinging her eyes as her cigarette pokes

straight out from between her teeth. "Mom, I don't eat jello - the animal bones,

remember?" She pushes the carton of orange juice aside, and the gelatinous purple

mold quivers in its shadow.

"Honey, I wish you wouldn't smoke in your Auntie Leslie's-"
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"Well just have some respect, would you? " Lorrie rises violently from the

leather chair, her knee cracking against the table, sending her measuring cup of coffee

lilting to one side, then toppling over on the other. Her eyes squeeze shut and she

purses her mouth before shimmying out from the kitchen corner and past her

daughter, mumbling to herself - "well, I never... so rude... my daughter..." - as she

climbs the short set of stairs to the upstairs bathroom, running the water in the tub and

closing the door.

"Mom, for the love of God, she doesn't live here-"
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jordan,

home is good - oven, fr¡dge and microwave if we want to do cooking and

baking of our own... the food here is pretty good. ihope you are keeping

darlene and lorrie up to date on your mothefs health. i think i wrote lorrie a
postcard yesterday but forgot to mail it. i can't be trusted anymore to do such

things. the home is good

that's all goodbye for now dear.

amma

don't ever remember being in spokane
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JORDAN, TRANSITION

Jordan spins the car's tires on loose gravel as he lurches back onto the

TransCanada Highway. Twenty-four cans of low-grade pilsner sit in the passenger

seat; nestled in close next to the lukewarm cans is a package of 100 millimetre extra-

light cigarettes, the type he stole from his mother as a teenager. He reaches across the

flat of beer cans and grabs the cigarettes, his eyes back on the road just in time to spot

a raccoon sitting in the grass pondering a dash across the highway. Jordan leans on

his hom and engages the car's cigarette lighter. As the lighter pops back out, he looks

back down at the case of beer, removes one and jimmies the tab open with one hand

before taking a long pull and nestling the can between his legs. He lights the cigarette,

blue smoke trailing out of his mouth and racing out the open window. To his right,

the landscape suddenly opens up on to a weighty lake dotted with small boats and

buoys, pines pressing up against the shoreline.

Leslie's half dozen 'new country' cassettes are still stored below the factory-

supplied stereo Jordan scratched a big 'J' into when he was a child. Her accordion of

road maps expands and contracts from the small compartment built into the driver's

side door. A button hangs from the rear view mirror from a piece of twine depicting a

seven year-old Jordan standing in a dressing room, his stick planted firmly in front of

him and his grin partially obstructed by the long dark bangs that swept across his

forehead.

The driver's seat feels worn in the wrong places for Jordan's body: the

shoulders too narrow, the butt too wide, the headrest too low. He flicks his cigarette
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out the window and drains the can, placing the empty in its original slot. He sighs and

sinks back into the cracked bucket seat, straight-arms the steering wheel, and rolls

along the highway, putting distance between himself and his flatter, dismal home.

He finds the only local AM station - the warm static of the dial relaxes him,

and his arms bend at the elbow. He grabs another beer from the case, jams it between

his legs, and opens it once again with one hand, sipping more discreetly as he passes

the fountain in Kenora's harbor. Once through town Jordan turns just before the Tim

Horton's, one of so many that dot the highway between Kenora and his cousin's

home in Toronto some 2300 kilometres away. He passes the golf course, turns left,

and plunges quickly between low-hanging branches and on to the snaking gravel that

leads up to the Casino and its sagging, rickety marina. The car shifts back and forth

on the loose rock and fishtails slightly as the curve subsides. He backs up to the

dock's loading area and begins unloading the trays of food.

Jordan busies himself filling what is nothing more than a glorified 18-foot

fishing boat - Jordan carefully piles food, beer, and the small duffle bag carrying

what few belongings he has brought with him behind the captain's chair. He runs up

the dock, jumps in Leslie's car and parks it in the spot that still bears her name, then

sits in the car for a moment and contemplates going into the marina and getting the

parking spot sign changed. Jordan squeezes his eyes shut tight as he presses on the

steering wheel with his palms, then wipes the beginning of tears from his eyes before

heading back down to the dock. once he is back in the boat, the engine having

wheezed to life, Jordan unmoors the craft and begins floating back out into the small
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harbour. Blue smoke puffs from the motor and out over the water as he pushes the

throttle forwards.

Leslie had preferred to drive the boat when they had come to the cabin, so

Jordan feels a bit shaky as the boat leans left and through Devil's Gap. The misshapen

painted devil face stares back at him. It was terrifuing as a child, and his mother tried

desperately to assuage his fears, telling him that it was a guardian spirit meant to

protect their voyage. Jordan had never bought it. The sun glitters now against its

surface, a shattered beer bottle freckling the cheeks and the chin of the devil's face.

Scanning the shoreline for any sign ofeagles, bears or the like, Jordan sees

only an abandoned fire pit and an old filleting table perched on an outcrop. He relents

on the throttle, the small craft cutting through the increasingly choppy open water.

The engine's monotonous timbre lulls him into thoughts of his mother's insistence on

coming out here every weekend of every year from Victoria Day until Thanksgiving.

As he hunches down into his lifejacket his mother's perfume mixes with the smell of

engine oil. Leslie had never fished nor swam in all her years at the cabin. Rather, his

mother had quietly taught him the virtues of relaxation. Eventually, as her sickness

worsened, it was all he could do to keep her conscious, and he had been forced to

trade relaxation for his own clumsy version of nursing.

In the last months of her life, when Leslie insisted on spending as much of the

summer at the cabin as possible, Jordan's time had shifted from days ofjoyous

tedium to the on-call shifts of a personal orderly and amateur pharmacist. Even when

Leslie was heavily medicated, it was all Jordan could do not to check her blanket or

her breathing, or to put the back of his hand on her clammy forehead. When awake,
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Leslie had tried to help out around the cabin, and Jordan began simply assigning her

smaller and smaller tasks as her endurance waned. Their last trip together was a

weekend of pharmaceutical bartending, mixing and matching a cocktail of prescribed

pills for his mother every few hours. Jordan would sit on the dock with a drink,

staring blankly across the lake while she slept.

As the water glimmered red and black in the setting sun on their last Saturday

together at the lake, Leslie coughed for breath, bringing Jordan immediately to her

side. She looked up from the couch, a shrinking olive-grey face among so many

blankets and pillows, and asked for her medication. He had to remind her that she had

taken her pills half an hour ago, and she nodded and coughed feebly, wiped her

mouth and closed her eyes, her chest slowly sinking füghteningly low before

struggling to rise again beneath the piles of blankets. Jordan had thought it strange

that his mother would forget such a thing, as her memory had never waned even

slightly throughout her illness. When she asked again ten minutes later, her eyes and

intent clear, he acquiesced.

Jordan finally relents on the throttle as he drifts into their little bay, pulling up

beside the dock and cutting the engine in one movement like his mother had taught

him. He fumbles with an abstract nautical knot - once the boat is secured, he sits back

down in the captain's chair, removes the lifejacket, and grabs another beer from the

case. He considers for the first time whether helping his mother that weekend had

been the right thing to do.
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Ieslie,

if your hair isn't growing back what do you do? wig? hattdora Tbnsson was asking me

and i really couldn't remember... avvful memory. so much that has happened in the past

couple of years is gone. tonight there's a lovely tittle singer from iceland singing in the

general lounge, then coffee afterwards. i can remember songs from s0 years ago, but

sometimes i can't recognize

halldora jonsson was asking - can't seem to mind her own business

talks about me behind my back.

mom
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LORRIE, SINGULAR

Lorrie sits dug in behind the glass-and-brass kitchen table in one of the black

leather bucket seats that swivels - a strange carry-over from her parents' place with

which her twin sister had been enamoured - and methodically undresses an orange.

She places the naked fruit on a saucer and sets about arranging the pieces of peel like

flower petals around the plate, then rearranges them in a straight line, a gondola race

across the glassy waters of the kitchen table.

She sits, eats the orange in silence, one slice at a time, all the while staring at a

black and brass wall clock hung beside the window above the kitchen sink. She has

no actual concept of the time, isn't actually reading the clock so much as looking at it.

Sleeping in her dead twin's bed in this empty house is wreaking havoc on all of

Lorrie's routines. She wanders out of the kitchen, absentmindedly dropping the

orange peels into her robe pocket, and climbs the stairs to her sister's room.

Lorrie sits down on the corner of the bed; her sister Leslie's room has

remained relatively untouched since her death, save for what Lorrie considers to be

her own modest disturbances. Two 8x10 pictures are framed and displayed on the

dresser - one of Jordan's high school graduation picture and the other of the twin

sisters holding hands in front of their parents' house. Leslie is looking off into the sky

as Lorrie Eazes back at the camera with a tight-lipped, toothless smile. Their

matching blonde, shoulder-length hair curls up at the ends, and while the photo is in

black and white, there is no question that Lorrie's dress was olive green, while her

sister's would have been a faded pink. All through their youth they had worn clothes
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of a similar cut, but with their o\ryn respective colours, even though as fraternal twins

nobody ever really got the two children mixed up. Even Lorrie's current wardrobe is

littered with olive-coloured clothes.

She lies back on the bed, her knees bent and feet planted firmiy on the ground,

and searches her memory for significant moments in her and her sister's life together.

The two had been nearly inseparable through elementary school and junior high.

Then in eighth grade Lorrie started liking boys. As she started fraternizingwith them,

her sister started spending more time alone, and became known as 'loner Leslie' - a

nickname that rang as true as ever until her death. She had been liked well enough,

but only abare handful of people at her memorial had been co-workers or any sort of

'füend'.

Lorrie sits up and considers runìmaging through Leslie's drawers and closets,

but such an undertaking seems immediately exhausting and intrusive. She remembers

scolding her daughter for having done the same thing, and suddenly the desire to do

so is great. The fumace groans, and a pharmacybag caught in the vent beside the bed

flutters audibly. Lorrie stands, her feet quietly digging into the plush area rug that

frames the bottom of the bed. She moves over to the hardwood floor near the dresser

and looks at herself in the centre pane of the triptych mirror, pulling the skin under

her eyes tight. She follows the vague contours of her robed body down the surface of

the mirror until her eyes stop at a photo of her and her sister. Lorrie stares at the

photograph and waits for some feeling to emerge. The eyes are of an

indistinguishable colour in the photograph, yet anyone who knows Lorrie would

immediately be struck by their darkness; the brown-black stare was inherited from her
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father, a man Lorrie now barely remembers. She picks up the photo lies back down

diagonally on the bed, propping the frame up on her stomach.

Lorrie and Leslie had grown apart from each other as they progressed through

their teenage years - after high school Lorrie was soon pregnant, and started taking

administrative-type continuing education courses in the evenings. For years Darlene

was trucked over to her Amma's place when needed, and often ended up in Jordan's

company as well.

It didn't take long for Lorrie to want to move, so she took the first opporlunity

she could to get out of winnipeg. working at the university of Toronto was an

exciting challenge, but she felt something was missing between her and her daughter.

Her first inclination was to try a church group, even though she had never really gone

to church - as a child her parents were too busy tending to various farm activities to

spare time (and clean clothes) for church. She hadn't belonged to one in Winnipeg

and hadn't really ever been of one denomination or another; her and Dexter, an old

boyfriend, had tried out a United church for a while until Darlene's ringette practises

got in the way.

Leslie's extended courtship with academic life brought her into an entirely

different set of relationships, beginning in idealistic philosophic tripe (in English but

peppered with Latin and French words) spewing from the mouths of self-righteous

undergraduates. She was interested for a brief time in seducing these boys, but as

soon as she'd let one of them start to crowbar the clasp of her bra clasp the thrill of

teaching them the way around her body vanished. Her mind would immediately begin

to wander as her lovers seemingly tried to touch every part of her at once. Quite often
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the pseudo-seductions would occur in some proudly run-down basement apartment,

Nietzsche rubbing shoulders with Salinger in some milk crate bookcase; Leslie would

always try and find some image on which she could focus. More often than not she

would scan the places for pictures, and spend most of her time (and, unbeknownst to

her partners, her energy) on trying to discern the subject's relationship to her subject.

On more than one occasion she had correctly identified an estranged partner who

lived 'back home', which both annoyed and amused Leslie to no end.

Lorrie opens her eyes; her legs are still hanging over the corner of the bed, and

she can feel the tingling protest of her left foot - it is asleep. Her hands are crossed on

her chest, over the picture of her and Leslie. The pharmacy bag stops its chattering as

the fumace falls silent. It is this sudden silence that brings Lorrie back to the present,

and she raises herself gingerly to a sitting position before trying her feet out on the

thick carpet. She stands, her legs slackening slightly, and raises her left foot, thudding

it against the floor to try and get the blood flowing again. Her insides feel like they

shift with gravity as she stands, her legs slowly refilling with substance.

There is nearly nowhere she can look without some object declaring her

sister's absence: the modestly-framed Bachelor of Arts degree beside on the wal1

beside the dresser, a pile of clean black socks in the otherwise-empty laundry basket

in the corner, the small community of teddy bears sitting on a rocking chair near the

bay window. Only Lorrie's smali mess - her sticky scotch glass, a tabloid magazine,

a pile of orange peels and Kleenex, as well as her difficult body - intrude on the

landscape her sister has carved out and left behind.
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Lorrie is suddenly anry with herself, horrified that she and her daughter

could intrude on such a personal space and show such disregard by leaving garbage

lying around. After the blowout in the kitchen Darlene had been quick to grab a bag

and take off in Jordan's Corolla, muttering on her way out only that she was "going to

the woods". Downstairs in the kitchen a massive pile of dishes from the prior day's

reception occupies the double sinks, and Lorrie feels ashamed both at the mess and

the way she has spoken to her daughter.

Disarray has overtaken the kitchen and beyond, a malignant tumour spreading

slowly, and Lorrie knows she has to fight back the infection of filth that threatens to

engulf every room in the house. Earlier in the day she made her way down to the

basement to watch the morning news and found a rec room that looked to have been

suddenly abandoned. A hockey stick was lying across the floor, the television was

chattering on to itself a cork sat inside a shot glass on the coffee table and a glass of

unfinished red wine stood precariously close to the edge of the bar. A tray of food had

been ravaged and left to expire on a side table. Rather than cleaning it up, Lorrie had

wearily turned and climbed the stairs back into the kitchen, an act she thinks of as

luxurious but realizes is simply avoidance.

By the time Lorrie begins to take stock of the damage done, grey sky is fading

into twilight. She has no idea how long she has been lying on the bed, still cannot

sense what time it is nor see a clock from where she stands on the stairs. She is still in

her robe, afact that makes her feel extremely uncomfortable and ashamed. "I'm

allowed to break with convention; my síster has just died," she huffs to herself in an

indignant tone.
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Lorrie decides that she will set about cleaning the house, and that later she

will indulge in some of her sister's wine and any of the leftover food that she might

be able to dig up. She gathers up gobs of used tissues and orange peels, stuffs them

into the dirty scotch glass, and heads down to tackle the volcanic pile of dirty coffee

cups and plates. She notices a fork near the doormat at the front entrance and shuffles

over to investigate. Lorrie grunts as she bends at the waist to grab the fork, her left leg

still slightly asleep, and places the utensil in the scotch glass.

In the kitchen Lorrie shoves the scotch glass and fork on to the pile of dishes.

She stands over the mass of ceramic and metal but can't determine which angle might

be best to begin her assault. Her cheeks puff and eyes bulge slightly as she peruses

the mess, and when she exhales it is as if she has burst. The tap is pushed all the way

over so that, were she to turn it on, water would pour out on to the counter. There is

no counter space on which items from the sink can be placed. So Lorrie begins

picking coffee cups from the sink and gently placing them on the glass table where

she has spent so much time sitting. She gathers up fists full of cutlery and drops them

into a murky-watered pan. When she finally has enough room to turn the faucet back

to where it can be useful Lorrie realizes there is no space to put the clean dishes. A

cofflee-grind swamp has developed in a dip on the counter.

Lorrie wipes the scum on the counter away before laying down the only dish

towel she can find, a decision that weighs heavy in her mind knowing linens are at a

premium. As she glances out into the backyard, a strange glittering catches her eye

from just beneath the crabapple tree. She contemplates getting dressed to investigate.
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"It's nearly dark outside... nobody will see me," she mutters as she grabs a flashlight

from underneath the sink and shuffles out the back door in her slippers.

The yard is an above-ground graveyard of odds and ends. Amongst other

things, a sock hangs from the lowest branch of the tree, and a white tea towel browns

in the middle from sugars of rotten fruit underneath. The glittering that has caught

Lorrie's eye is an old, now-collapsed mirror ball Leslie acquired in the late 1970s. A

pile of sheets and pillowcases mimic a giant white anthill in the middle of the yard,

and a hockey bag lies upturned next to it, its contents strewn across the yard.

Videotapes have been pulled apart and strung like vines in Leslie's modest garden.

For Lorrie it is sensory overload - suddenly the scope of her mission has broadened

substantially. The sun ducks behind a cloud, low in the sky, and she guesses it must

be nearly eight thirty.

Lorrie wanders around the side of the house to the front yard and sees similar

carr:'age, although it appears some of the items have been picked through. Someone

has placed an old garbage can upright near the garage; she peers in and notices that

people have been paying for items on an honour system. A teenager emerges from the

bushes with an armful of records.

"I'll give you ten bucks for these - do you have change for a twenty?"

Lorrie processes the boy's voice before actually seeing him, and she steps

away from the shrubbery in temporary horror. She reaches into the pocket of her robe

and finds only orange peels and tissue, and drops both in the garbage can. She is

suddenly quite conscious of her surroundings and her attire. "IJm..." she mumbles.

She looks in the garbage can, at the snotty tissue and orange peels, eyeballs the
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money, then the teenager again. "I don't know how much money is in the trash can

but you can have it if you take the can too. sorry about the mess." she takes the

twenty from him and begins backing towards the front door of the house, which is

locked. She turns and makes her way back around the corner of the house to the back

yard once again. The mirror ball creates constellations on the stucco of Lorrie's

sister's house. Lorrie assesses and reassesses what needs to be done in her mind, what

materials are needed to set the house in order, and where exactly she should begin her

evening's work.
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jordan,

how much time you used to spend at our place as a chitd after your afi and i
retired and moved into

we loved having you

statue is of leif eriksson ¡n reykjavík. we were the he was the first real settler in

norfh america!

amma
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JORDAN, COMPLETIST

It takes four trips for Jordan to get everything from the dock to the cabin door,

and in the process watermelon juice dribbles from the unstable plastic platters and

down the front of his pants. He struggles to keep the platters from careening down the

rocky path and into the lake, shifting his body weight back and forth as his shoes slip

on a rock face slick with moss. He steps over a knotty tree root that sent him tumbling

into the deck's steps face first eight years ago - Jordan had chipped one of his top

front teeth, and while the immediate pain was intolerable, the injury had gamered the

sympathy of many girls at school. He actually ended up appreciating the blemish,

imagining it added danger to an otherwise boring, average face.

As he opens the door just off the kitchen, a smell of honeysuckle mixed with

sickness seeps out onto the deck. He throws the keys on the kitchen-area counter and

begins hauling the plastic trays of food in from the deck, then opens the refrigerator

door and begins clearing out anything that looks marginally old: thinly-sliced ham in

slimy deli paper, a fvzy block of swiss cheese, an oiiy brown paper bag he does not

open but knows houses old sausage rolls. He slides condiments, jellies, and salad

dressings back and forth until he manages to clear out a decent portion of the bottom

two shelves, and begins strategically sliding the trays into the fridge. Jordan begins

amalgamating the trays' contents to make them fit: cheese cubes mingle with

cantaloupe slices, pickles with small dessert squares, carrots with shiny, bulging

olives. Finally Jordan manages to fit all the casserole dishes, and all except one of the

trays, into the refrigerator; the last tray sits on the dinner table silently as the crisper is
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cleaned out, sagging vegetables and imploding fruit keeping each other company in

the garbage. Both the honeysuckle and the sickness are soon consumed by the sweet

rot of the trash, and Jordan cannot decide whether to move the garbage bag outside

and risk the wild scavengers or leave it where it is and suffer in its stink.

He removes the beer from the case one can al a time and begins methodically

sliding them into the comers and door of the fridge, jams them all in before taking

one back out and pushing the tab in, drawing on it eagerly. He pulls himself up by his

arms, his knees cracking in protest. He doesn't remember feeling so old, doesn't

know if 28 year-olds should feel so debilitated. He hobbles over to the dinner table,

removes the plastic top from the food tray, and picks at the fancy sandwiches. The

white bread nearly liquefies in his hands as he delicately cradles the hors d'oeuwes,

their orange and green fillings spiraling inward. He pops one into his mouth, then an

egg salad wedge, as he goes around opening all the windows. The lingering smell of

his mother's sickness is stronger than her fragrance, and as he eats his gag reflex

nearly buckles - the sick smell affects him in a way he hasn't experienced before. He

grabs the tray and his beer and ventures back out onto the deck.

Jordan finds the deck furniture in the gazebo and sets it all up before sitting

down, grabbing his cigarettes from the breast pocket of his boat jacket - his uncle

Alex's old plaid button-up - and lighting one. The leaves chatter in the small breeze

that rises from the lake, and the monstrous pine that towers above.the rest of the

treeline sways lazlly in the sun. He cranes his neck back and follows the knotty body

of the tree upwards until only blue sky is visible behind it, then he stumbles over to a

warrn, sunny spot on the deck and lies down, eyes only fleetingly leaving the treetop.
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Jordan yawns, drinks deeply from the can and chases it with a drag from his cigarette,

flicking the ashes onto the deck. His hands meet neatly in the middle of his chest, the

cigarette, ever shorter,lazlly pointing skywards. He takes one more drag before

dropping it through the crack between two of the deck's planks.

Jordan wakes up an hour later, his back aching and his skin warm and dry

from too much sun. He carefully picks himself up and swats at the wasps hovering

above his beer. His fruit platter sits baking in the sun, the smell of ripe watermelon

lingering; he chases away the wasps, now dive-bombing the tray's contents, picks up

the food and heads inside. Almost immediately he feels the effects of the drinks on

his bladder, and descends the steps, walks over to a felled tree and urinates. Once

back inside he notices a list of Leslie's things to do on the kitchen counter:

I
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Jordan strips the twin beds in the smaller of the two bedrooms, the radio

station shrinking the silence: Gary Wright's "Dreamweaver," The Moody Blues'
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"Nights in White Satin" and other equally mediocre music. He remembers his mother

recounting how, when she was pregnant, Elton John's Captain Fantastic and the

Brown Dirt Cowboy was a new release, and that she would listen to the album

repeatedly in the inactive tedium of her third-trimester pregnancy. When he was bom,

she would say, he sat around motionlessly until a song from Captain Fantastic would

come on, at which point he would sit up, rocking back and forth on his tiny diapered

bum and giggling uncontrollably.

He crumples up the bedding and shoves it into a garbage bag which he has

labeled with a masking tape L, folds up the comforters and places them in the middle

of one of the beds, grabs the bag of laundry, and places it beside the old couch near

the fireplace in the main room. He then collapses on to the couch, his napping spot of

choice, and sits tapping the arm of the couch distractedly before getting up and

crossing the first item off of his mother's list. He is drowsy from resting on the deck

and from drinking, and his neck has stiffened considerably since he peeled himself off

the treated pine some twenty minutes ago. The MS Kenora, a lumbering old

passenger vessel, rocks its way lazllythrough the channel, its decks devoid of

sightseers.

He glances at his mother's list - he changed the propane tank only three

weeks ago, he is sure, and strikes it off the list. He removes three envelopes of photos

from the junk drawer in the cabin's kitchen and moves into the larger sitting area,

absently sifting through its various pictures of the cabin, its captured participants

inevitably hoisting a drink or engaged in some drunken activity. One of the

envelope's sets of photos chronicles the transformation of the cabin from a tiny,
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bungalow-style place to the authentic-feeling wood and windows, and the

simultaneous decline in Leslie's own physicality, the development of her shrunken

baldness and chalkiness.

As Jordan finishes rooting through the second folder, he begins to wonder

whether his attempt at a photographic upgrade is worth the trouble. He opens the third

envelope - from the first picture beams a plump pre-teen mug shot of himself on the

edge of the dock, a soft orange lifejacket cushioning his chin as his geasy hair blows

clumsily in the wind. In his left hand is what may be the smallest fish he has ever

seen. The lighting is poor in the picture and the sun shines low in the sþ, his pudgy

frame lit from behind.

Jordan flips through some more pictures until he comes to one that shows he

and his mother with the real-estate agent, signing paperwork in his small cabin-based

office. He realizes he has no clue what will become of the cabin. The financial

repercussions of Leslie's death are potentially staggering - Lorrie has covered the

funeral expenses until legal matters are settled, and Jordan has insisted he will pay her

back. The reading of the will has not yet occurred, and Jordan doesn't even know if it

is he who should be arranging such an event. There is a chance his mother still owes

the bank a decent amount of money for the island properfy; it now dawns on Jordan

that he will have to talk to a financial advisor, as well as an attorney, his mother's

broker, etc. He suddenly feels like he needs another drink, anything to clear his head.

He briefly considers staying out at the cabin until someone either tracks him down or

deems the piace to be a liability on settling Leslie's affairs and starts showing the

place to potential buyers. He adds "will reading" to his mother's list.
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Jordan shuffles over to the refrigerator, opens another beer and returns to the

futon, the photographs now scattered across its boreal forest pattern. The rounded

edge of an old photo protrudes from beneath a pile of boating sequence shots - it is of

Jordan in his Afi's arms, his left arm outstretched towards the camera. His hand is

open and flat, palm pressed against his grandfather's. The photograph was taken on

the small mink farm in Oak Point that Jordan's grandparents had run until they no

longer had the energy to make a living from the industry.

In the background of the photograph are his mother and Aunt Lorrie, their

modest haircuts sporting identical flips at the shoulder. They are busy tending to

something near the old wood stove. His uncle Alex appears to be in the process of

scolding Drew, a distant cousin, who clings to Leslie's leg. Sargeant, an ill-fated

border collie, is barely visible, his head poking up from the thigh-high brush and

prairie grass that grows wild in the background's pasture. The picture seems busy and

random.

He looks at this picture affectionately for a long time, then lays it on top of the

others, draws deeply from his beer and wanders back to the hallway, removing the

current photo from the wa1l. He clumsily pries the back of the frame open, shoving

the photo of him and Becky, an ex-girlfüend, into one of the envelopes; the mink

farm photo fits the frame perfectly. The image's faded colours make the frame look

too new, and Jordan lies it face up on the old coffee table. He sits, absorbing every

one of his mother's distracted facial expressions.

Jordan turns his attention back to the list, striking the second item off with an

old pencil. Tuming to the third item (new mags to the outhouse), he sets about
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looking for reading material that is less than six months old. He finds a couple ot

issues of People,a tattered copy osf In Fishing,and digs up one of his old issues of

Harpers from a plastic storage tub. He rolls the magazines up, places them under his

arm and proceeds out the gazebo's back door, down the stairs, and up the mossy

incline to the outhouse, clapping awkwardly to scare off the bears that occasionally

inhabit the island. A month before Leslie had died she had asked Jordan to leave out a

smattering of bird seed on the deck, and they had returned the following weekend to

find the screen door of the gazebo shredded. The makeshift soda bottle bird feeder

had been pushed to the ground and mangled, and neat piles of bear droppings sat near

the tipped-over barbecue, its drippings can dragged down to the woodpile and

decimated.

He grabs the old magazines from the outhouse and throws them near the door

- the place is relatively ornate, a small window and a vanity mirror amongst its

luxuries. The building is larger than most of its contemporaries, and contains a sink

(with no running water), a water jug, a small portable lamp, and the rustic accessories

Leslie was always hanging everywhere. He places the new magazines in the corner

and slumps down on the lowered toilet seat, head in his hands. Jordan remembers the

list and pulls it from the back pocket of his jeans. He traces the curves of his mother's

printing with his pinky finger.

He holds the list up to his face, tries desperately to inhale something

permanent. There is the smell of shit decomposing in a hole and a trace of

honeysuckle. Everything he has buried in his mind is suddenly drenched in cold

sunlight, and a sharp fallbreeze stirs up his memory's dry leaves. His elbows push
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into his calves in a small consistent rhythm as his palms press into his eyes. Jordan

tries desperately to contain his grief, as he has for so many days and months. He feels

finished with adaptation, yearns for stagnancy after so many months of changing to

meet his mother's growing needs. Varying combinations of heavy pills rattle in his

mind, medication unable to stop his mother from imploding. As he weeps he begins

to consider selling everything and anything that has to do with his mother. What he

wants more than anything in the world is for his life to level out.

Jordan hears the muffled chatter of the rotary dial phone coming from the

cabin's kitchen, and as he slowly raises himself from the makeshift throne he

considers letting the call go. The phone, however, does not let up, and his mind

wanders back from the edge of grief, is back in a place where, for the time being,

stagnancy is not any sort of an option. He clears his throat forcefully as he makes his

way back to the cabin, says hello? a few times out loud to test his voice before

kicking off his shoes at the door and removing the receiver from its cradle.

"Hello?"

"Jord. It's, um, Darlene."

,,Hi?,,

"Hey. Listen. I'm at Clearwater Bay - I tried to drive out to see how you were

doing but the Corolla died. Is there any chance you can come pick me up?"

"Jesus, Darlene... how long have you been there?"
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"Only about 10 minutes. I managed to get the car up one last hill before it just

started shaking, so I pulled in, turned it off, and it never started again," she replies.

The faint humility in her voice barely dilutes Jordan's anger.

"We11, I just need five minutes and I'll be ready to leave."

"Sure, take your time. Hey, are you OK? You don't sound so good."

"I don't know. Yeah, I guess. I don't know, actually. I'll see you in a bit,

Darlene." He hangs up, grabs his shoes and the floating key ring from the small hook

near the door. He tums to the fridge, grabs four beer, and pulls the door closed behind

him, taking the stairs on the deck two at a time.
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DARLENE, INIVASTVE

Darlene holds her hair against her shoulders in the boat, then tucks it into her

lifejacket. She hedges on speaking on a couple of occasions, forgoing small talk for a

noisy silence, and is finally about to begin talking to her cousin about the state of the

cabin when he cuts her off before she begins.

"Jord, you know I came here to..." Darlene trails off - she does not have the

energy. The water spraying up from the lake sticks to her skin, the chill seeping into

her bones. She huddles down and into her lifejacket, her wet dark hair cold against

her bare shoulders.

Jordan parks the boat almost skillfully, while Darlene jumps out and attempts

some sort of knot before looking sheepishly at her cousin. "I don't know how to do

it," she mumbles. The rope is wet and her hands, unprotected, aÍe a deep, shaking

pink. He jumps out of the boat, huffs a little to show his frustration, and nimbly loops

the thick twine in and through the small metal hoop numerous times. He grabs

Darlene's backpack and lifejacket and begins quickly and purposefully walking up

the slick and bumpy incline to the deck.

"Do you need me to grab anything, Jord? Hm?" Darlene calls after him.

Before she can reconcile with Jordan she knows there will have to be a serious

hashing out of the new ground rules between them following the wedding reception.

She trails behind him as he flies up the steps and hip-checks the inside door, tossing

her stuff in a corner by the kitchen-area table. She stands in the doorway watching

"Save whatever it is you want to say until we get there."
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him as he opens and closes the fridge door, carries his beer into the sitting area of the

large room, cracks it open and begins rearranging magazines furiously.

Darlene creeps forward a few feet and shuts the inside door behind her, slides

out of her running shoes and kicks them in the corner near her backpack. She reaches

into the pouch of her hoodie, removes her cigarettes and lights one, all the while

staring at the back of Jordan's head. Her hands shake throughout the process, cold

and raw and barely moveable. He mumbles something about her helping herself to

anything she wants to eat or drink or whatever, but she isn't sure what her first move

should be. Jordan once again decides to take the initiative.

"Tess, what are you doing here?"

"I don't think you should be alone right now, Jord," Darlene replies.

"Well, I really don'tknow what to say to you."

"Jord," she says, "I don't expect you to say anything. I just want what's best

for you right now. Last night..."

His head sinks forward.

"Jord. Last night we had both had a lot to drink. I don't remember some of

what happened, but I know what almost happened last night would have been the

worst thing happening at the worst time between two people who just shouldn't-"

Jordan is absently leafing through a mainstream fashion magazine, and when

he drops it on the floor Darlene jumps a little.

"Jord."

"Mmm?" He has yet to turn and face his cousin - Jordan is effectively making

Darlene feel like strangling him or slapping him or grabbing him by the shoulders and
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turning him around. She considers stepping around the couch and into his line of

vision but doesn't want to in any way make him feel the victor.

"I care about you way too fucking much to let what almost happened last

night wreck our relationship. Once my mom is gone you'll pretty much be the only

family I have left."

"And what makes you think your mother is going to be 'gone' at any point in

the near future? I really don't think you have too much to worry about, Darlene.

You'll go back to Toronto and your school and your shitty restaurant job or jobs or

whatever and you'll have your mother."

"Define 'here'- half of the time I see her I get the feeling she doesn't see me.

She's just another person deteriorating and dying, retreating from me, another fucking

funeral waiting to happen."

"What about Amma? She'll still be here."

Darlene glares at the back of his head, feels like she is being spat on. She can

no longer resist interjection. "You don't think me or my mom would come back to

help you if something happened? How self-centered and fucking shallow do you

think we are? She's my Amma, for Christ's - she's my mother's mother! And are you

implying that everything has been left inyour lap this time? Because I sure as fuck

don't think that my mother and I have sat around here doing nothing. 'We've helped in

every goddamned way possible."

"You just don't get it-"

"No, I fucking getit, Jordan. Listen - if you're going to fucking berate me for

no good reason again or try to pin the blame for what almost happened last night
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squarely on me at least turn around and look me in the fucking eye, otherwise don't

say it at all. Actually, I'm not ready to let you talk yet, Jord, but you better fucking

tum around right now."

Jordan, in the most deliberately slow gesture, acquiesces. She can tell he rs

trying his best to appear stone-faced, but can't figure out just what is being concealed

by her cousin. He is expressionless.

"OK... OK Jord, OK... listen. We. Are here. To help you.I am here, right

now, to help you. We love you - we fucking love you! Don't you get it? It's that

simple: we love you, we loved your mother, we love Amma - who isn't crazy about

Amma? - and we are willing to do whatever it takes to pull your ass through this

mess. I don't know how you've gone so long without really coming to terms with

what's happened - maybe you built up some sort of tolerance over the months your

mom was sick, but nobody's going to fucking judge you..."

Jordan is silent for a moment, and his eyes follow the A-frame roof to the

sleeping ceiling fan. "Darlene, you saw the front lawn of the house - the back yard is

the same. I lost it. I came home last night and I felt the cracks starting to show. I 1ay

out on the lawn and in the car until just before dawn with all that shit everywhere.

And then on the way out here I had some more time to think about things."

"Yeah? And..." Darlene waits.

"And nothing, Tess... Darlene... Darlene. Well, not nothing, I guess. I mean,

Irealize that this shit happensto everyon¿. It doesn't make it any easier - actually, it

makes it harder, it makes it fucking harder because it makes me feel like it's

unimportant, you know? Like it's nothing special. People try and make me feel better
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by telling me stories about Mom, or they relate the death of someone else to Mom

dying to show me that I'm not the only one, that they have been there too.Like it's a

part of life or some shit like that. And Irealize now that this kind of loss is universal

or whatever, but that only makes me feel worse. What's the fucking point of feeling

like shit in the first place, then? why did I take care of Mom for so many months if

her leaving was just part of the'cycle of life'? I'm sorry, but there are some things in

life that I don't or didn't want to have to do, that I am probably not cut out to do, and

all of this is at the top of the list."

He watches as his cousin approaches and embraces him. She shakes her head

and rubs her left hand on his back, between the shoulder blades, an action she is sure

he has been subjected to countless times over the past week.

"Tess, I don't know how to handle this shit - I mean, before you and Auntie

Lorrie showed up I was useless. I was underfunctioning, or maybe overfunctioning in

away that made things worss. People were coming a lot, some looking to visit Mom,

not knowing she had died, and others trying to console and help me.

"I don't know what is appropriate when this kind of shit happens. I mean, we

got drunk, which obviously is not new, but of course I know part of what brought you

out here is what happened or almost happened last night, including, yes, the shit on

the lawn. Tess, you and Auntie Lorrie coming has been the best thing for me by far.

I'm actually glad your mom left a message ordering me to come pick you two up at

the airport, and telling me that you were staying at the house. Seeing your mom was

creepy abit at first - just the resemblance and the memories and what not - but I

know i couldn't have done this without her. I guess there are some things I'm going
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to have to do that seem fucking terrifying. Surprisingly, coming here was one of

them. So yeah, I guess I'm kind of even glad you killed my car by coming out here,

Darlene.

"And when I saw you at the airport, I don't know... I remember spending so

much time with you at Amma and Afi's farm, being three years older than you and

teaching you how to ride a bike, feeding corn cobs to the neighbours' cows over the

fence..."

Darlene nods and bites her lip. "There was an above-ground pool. God, I

barely remember that. Mom didn't know how to swim - doesn 'l know how, for that

matter - and would never let me go in, even when Uncle Alex was sober and offering

to watch me."

"Fuck, Darlene, where does all of this go? What are we doing with ourselves

now? Somehow we lost it - our family was so close and now it's just plain lost."

Jordan pats himself down before pulling an envelope out of his back pocket

and handing it to his cousin. "Tess, this came for you. I think it's important that you

look through it carefully. It came a couple of days ago. I don't know."

Darlene examines the envelope and immediately recognizes the handwriting.

"But Jord, the envelope is addressed to me... to your house. From Amma."

"Yeah. I was going to mail it to you in Toronto once you were gone - I

thought it might make things easier for you while you're here because I think I know

what it's about. But now, I don't know, I want you to have it now so that, if need be, I

can help you - if you want me to."

"Jord, I don't think I understand."
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"Why don't you grab a drink and we'll go sit outside? You can read it out

there. Or not - you don't have to look at it until you're at home if you don't want to.

But look atit, at some point, please." Darlene and Jordan stand, faces away from each

other but holding hands like they had at the wedding reception. Jordan reaches behind

his cousin's head and pulls her hood up on her sweater, sending her hair cascading

down in front of her face once again. She laughs, but not very convincingly. He has

stuck a cigarette in his mouth while she has been looking down, and pats himself

down for a book of matches.

"I'11 get us drinks."
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Jordan,
I am having a moment of clarity, ff seems, and I thought I would send
you this postcard to let you know I talked to your Auntie Lorrie and we
decided to tell Darlene about lessie, her stillborn twin. Lorrie said I
could do it, if I could remember - she didnï think she had the strength
yet. t donT know if t do either - l'm going to write her a letter right now,
while things are clear.

Help her as besf you can. Treat her as well as you did your mother. I
know you will.
Amma
I think fhis is Diefenbaker's cat, Roderick.
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